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CEBE Centre for Higher Education in the Built Environment

CEBE is the UK Centre for Education in the Built Environment (www.cebe.heacademy.ac.uk). It aims to assist

educational practitioners and stakeholders in the UK Higher Education Built Environment community to improve

educational and training quality. CEBE’s broad overall mission is to ensure that the UK continues to remain innovative

in the provision of world-class education and training in the Built Environment. CEBE has a well-developed network of

HEI’s and FE colleges and has been extremely successful in brokering links between the major industry agencies,

professional institutions and educational establishments.

CEBE is one of 24 subject centres, which comprise the Higher Education Academy. The network was established to

promote high quality learning, teaching and assessment practices in UK Higher Education. The primary purpose of

CEBE is to provide discipline-based support for learning and teaching in the Built Environment subject communities

promoting high quality learning, teaching and assessment practices in UK Higher Education.

School of the Built Environment

The School of the Built Environment (www.sobe.salford.ac.uk) has an exciting and vibrant research community

engaged in advanced research in the Built Environment, much of which also involves national and international

partners. We enjoy a top position in the UK government national research assessment which recognises the

outstanding national and international profile of our academic staff.  We are also number one for research power, a

position held since 1992 (source: Research Fortnightly Magazine 2008).

SOBE makes a major contribution toward realisation of the University strategic research theme of Built and Human

Environment. This aims to transform the quality of life for society whilst ensuring the wellbeing of future generations

through the provision of better and more sustainable futures.

Key priority areas of this theme overall are sustainability and sustainable communities, which include issues such as

energy production and consumption, healthy, accessible, inclusive and learning environments and wellbeing, disaster

mitigation and reconstruction. Our aim is to act as the catalyst for positive change, both within the Built and Human

Environment and at its many interfaces with the natural environment, engineering and health and social sciences. In

doing so the theme will pay a leading role in shaping the Built and Human Environment towards green and sustainable

futures incorporating high quality living and social responsibility.

University of Salford

The University is implementing a new far-reaching strategy to transform Salford into a vibrant, research-led University

by 2017. This strategy will shape the future of our research and innovation by unlocking the talent and potential of our

staff and students, working closely with our collaborators in business, government and the community.

We are committed to undertaking research that yields new knowledge that is of global significance, but which also

delivers direct benefits to local communities.  We are a University that is in Salford and for Salford.  The success of our

real-world focus and interdisciplinary ethos was confirmed in the 2008 Research Assessment Exercise (RAE), which

placed Salford in the top third of UK universities for research (in terms of Research Power).  83% of work submitted was

rated as ‘internationally recognised’ (2* and above) and 43% of work was rated as ‘world-leading’ (4*) or

‘internationally excellent’ (3*)

Our website (www.salford.ac.uk) offers a gateway to our online research resources, which include The University of

Salford Institutional Repository (USIR) and SEEK (the Salford Environment of Expertise and Knowledge), a searchable

online expertise database which showcases the research achievements and interests of our staff members through a

series of web profiles.
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Mike Nichols – chairman of Nichols Group and chairman of APM

Sustainability (or sustain ability) – i.e. the ability to endure, has over the last three decades leapt

from being the preoccupation of a few eccentrics to become a prime focus of governments and

international treaties. As professionals, we have a responsibility to society to promote and protect

the sustainability – environmentally, socially and economically – of the world in which we live. So,

in meeting our own needs, we must avoid compromising the needs and quality of life of future

generations. To do that we must make changes to the way we do things.

Change is delivered through programmes and projects: that is how civilisation makes progress.

And so the people who manage programmes and projects have a particular responsibility to

consider the sustainability of what we do, how we do it and what we deliver. Programmes and

projects are generally conceived by others, but it is for the managers of programmes and

projects to ensure that they are defined and delivered in a sustainable manner.

This volume is a valuable aid – in an accessible format and with an abundance of reference

material – to managers of projects of all sizes and types to stimulate them and their team

members and assist and prompt them in a practical manner at every stage. It will help them to

optimise sustainability aspects of their projects and to convey these to their clients, users and

other stakeholders. I am pleased to commend it to anyone interested in the management of

projects, especially those (hopefully most) with a degree of social responsibility.

Forewords

The Built and Human Environment is one of four themes that define and direct our work at the

University of Salford, and sustainability is central to this theme. The focus on the earth’s

resources, sustainability and climate change is developing constantly, and rightly so; new

knowledge, much of which is generated in our universities, is changing the imperatives against

which we work.

Understanding sustainability and its associated fields is one of those areas of high complexity

that defies conventional ways of working. Rather than depending on disciplinary and

professional silos, effective science and practice will come from reaching across the full range of

knowledge and applied work that can address these issues effectively. Appropriate interventions

will mean looking beyond immediate interests and returns and appreciating the need for long-

term policies and practices that are modelled on the situations in which future generations will

find themselves. Our School of the Built Environment leads in work such as this, both in Britain

and internationally.

Tom Taylor’s “Sustainability Interventions – for managers of projects and programmes” is an

example of the benefits of such broad approaches. The portrayal of  “dilemmas” well reflects the

situations and outlooks many of us are encountering in this area.  This book is a valuable

contribution both to Project Managers and to all the people and organisations who might be

involved in the management of projects and programmes, in making decisions or offering

contributions in all sectors, whatever their size. It serves as as a collection of common sense

directions and suggestions to an intelligent and interested audience dealing with the most

important project on the planet.

Martin Hall – Vice-Chancellor, University of Salford
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Buro Four is now in its 26th year of trading and over the past two decades we have received a

significant number of project management commissions with a strong sustainability focus. We

have worked with a range of talented teams who have made significant contributions to

progressing the benchmark for environmental developments.  In particular the headquarters

facilities for organisations such as PowerGen, Wessex Water, the National Trust, Runnymede

Council, the Lawn Tennis Association and the Woodland Trust have exemplary environmental

credentials.

In the last 10 years we have seen the sustainability agenda being widened further to apply to

nearly all projects in terms of what they are made of, how they are built and how they be will

operated and managed. We believe that the agenda and solutions are by no means static and

there will be considerable further progress in the forthcoming decade, as the occupier interests

and needs develop, regulation increases, urgency proliferates and the targets become more

challenging to achieve.

One of the interesting aspects for Buro Four has been to understand and identify our clients’

primary objectives, purposes, services and products  – including their changing ‘core business’

sustainability aspirations, as well the bricks-and-mortar aspects of their properties and premises.

This wider view of the environmental market and the opportunities it presents are interesting and

stimulating for ourselves as managers, and for the project teams we work with.

We know Tom Taylor well!  He is a joint founder of Buro Four, a highly effective chairman,

business leader and project manager.  It is no surprise to see him using his experience and

innovative outlook to examine a common, pan-sector sustainability approach for managers of

projects (in the main text) and at the same time appraising and distilling the lessons learned from

the very different approaches, challenges and dilemmas experienced in different sectors (in the

appendices).

The technologies, trends and aspirations for sustainability are moving quickly. It is essential for

managers to be knowledgeable and confident in leading the debate on these issues in such

circumstances. This document is a great contribution to improving the capabilities of managers

of projects should they wish to be engaged in such matters – which is certainly the case here at

Buro Four.

Iain Roberts of Buro Four – Project Managers
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0.1 Sustainability – Wow!

Sustainability decision-making is serious and difficult. It

involves complex and often ill-defined parameters with

high degrees of uncertainty and incomplete

understanding of the underlying issues. For example:

incomplete understanding of terminology; uncertain

science, unclear data; emotional presentations, political

agendas; media news, alarms and sensations; sceptics

and converts; academic reticence and emotional

contradictions; and more.

This volume is targeted at the serious opportunities

facing project practitioners at the confluence of six

dynamic challenges which are important and real, namely:

� everyone is aware of the growing environmental

concerns and apprehensions including carbon

outputs, greenhouse effects, depleting fossil fuels

and finite resources, global warming, climate

changes, extreme weather, floods, droughts, sea

level changes, thawing permafrost, pressures on

biodiversity, toxic legacies, plastic in the oceans,

population growth, fuel poverty, general poverty

and disparity, changing agricultural zones, waste

and the like,

� the concurrent diverse obligations and pressures on

the clients of projects and their teams in all sectors

to fulfil (many) stakeholder requirements, to work

within (usually many) guidelines, to provide (ill-

defined) value-for-money (vfm) and consider

difficult, full cost-of-use solutions,

Introduction

� the continuing need to deliver change in developed

or emerging economies – through projects and

programmes in difficult political, economic and

social circumstances,

� the realisation that the management of projects and

programmes is not the sole province of project

managers, but usually includes a changing cast of

project leaders across the project lifecycle,

� the increasing exploration of sustainability,

environmental and green issues as prime projects, as

parts of all other projects and for how projects are

managed,

� and the continuing growth in the art, science and

practice of Project Management systems, skills,

process, procedures and understandings.

Hopefully and in due course sustainability will be

embedded into everything we do and how we do it.

There will need to be major changes of culture, outlook,

financing to achieve this. We are not there yet. In fact we

are a very long way off such a position.

Consequently, the primary purpose of this book is to

identify where and how managers of projects can make a

series of considered and effective interventions into the

life cycles of their projects and programmes in the next

ten years as steps on this journey.

0.1 Sustainability – WOW! 0.6 Sectors

0.2 Sustainable Project Types 0.7 How to Use this Book

0.3 The Science, Art and Practice 0.8 Illustrations – with dilemmas

0.4 Project Management Systems 0.9 Plan of Work

and Sustainability 0.10 Generic v Specific

0.5 “Managers of Projects”? 0.11 Developing and Developed Aspects
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Introduction (cont’d)

There are signs that Sustainability, the Environment and

Green Issues collectively and as individual themes are

rising up everyone’s agenda and becoming real and

urgent pressure points. It is a serious collection of issues –

as opportunities, challenges and dilemmas.

These sustainability pressures may be seen in the forms

of:

� shareholders pressurising boards of directors – on

their ethical policies and actual performance on

sustainable issues,

� rate-payers pressurising local authorities – to

provide environmental services and benefits within

balanced tight budgets,

� tax payers and voters pressurising governments and

political parties for their national, regional and

international outlooks and policies on the planet’s

future,

� customers pressurising manufacturers and suppliers

– for green credentials, ethical sourcing, with

competitive pricing and,

� sponsors and stakeholders will pressurise their

project teams – directly or as a consequence of all

the above pressure groups – on top of traditional

time, cost and performance criteria.

There will also be new and more legislation, regulations,

incentives, taxation and commodity price increases which

will reflect and affect these pressures – at global, region,

national, local and sector levels.

Managers of projects may feel they are on the receiving,

pressurised end of these pressures but they are also on

the pressurising end as reflected in their positions as

individual citizens, members of multi-generation families,

participants in society, employees or employers within

organisations – with corresponding ethical choices, real

interests and social responsibilities.

For those involved with projects even if these

sustainability pressures are not apparent on their current

projects then they are very likely to occur on the next

round or those following.  It is getting serious.

Many projects are all about change – reflecting change,

stimulating change, especially change in behaviour – and

this certainly applies to the environmental aspects of

projects.

Sustainability, the Environment and Green Issues may

have been considered to be a pioneering, unknown or

novel item and as such there would be:

� those who are into the fashion,

� those who are against the fashion, and,

� those who are undecided or apathetic.

It is the third undecided or apathetic group that make

the difference on a topic or product’s impact and

longevity.

And so it has been with the approach to the “novelty” of

the sustainability collection.  The third group of the

undecided and apathetic has been by far the largest in

recent years and has been observing the committed

parties as opponents argue the features, merits, science

and options related to sustainability.  However this is

changing and many in the third group are recognising a

menacing reality and want “something” to be done.

The Bigger Picture:

A Serious Definition and Situation

The following definition is very common and is taken

from the report of the Brundtland Commission:

“Sustainable development is development that
meets the needs of the present without
compromising the ability of future generations to

meet their own needs.”

The reasons this is a serious definition include:

- this serious commission was commenced by the

United Nations in 1983 and the report was

published in 1987 – well over twenty years ago,

- the target year, seriously, was “2000 and beyond,”

- one “future generation” has lost out or missed

the boat or not taken the opportunity – hopefully

the next future generation will take matters

seriously in their influencing and decision-making

– including managers of projects and

programmes,

- this erudite definition remains valid and has not

been bettered,

- the situation is serious – now.
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0.2 Sustainable Project Types

For the purposes of this book the opportunities for

sustainability by project types may be summarised as:

� Sustainability Projects aimed at Mitigation – these

projects are seeking to reduce and minimise the

cumulative detrimental impacts of human activity on

the Earth so that the perceived deterioration of the

environment from a human perspective is stabilised

or even reduced. These include all the net-zero

carbon projects which are aimed at not allowing the

world to get hotter or not much hotter. Mitigation

works as a global task.

� Sustainability Projects incorporating Adaptation – in

these cases there is a realisation that despite all the

mitigation efforts above this may not be enough

and consequently we need to adapt to the

consequences of hotter climates, extreme weather,

rising sea levels, dwindling fossil energy sources at

national levels. Adaptation works at national and

local levels.

It is completely possible to address both Mitigation and

Adaptation within a single project and is probably wise to

do so.

� Projects arising from Sustainability Crisis – it is

possible, or even probable according to some

people, that there will be a sustainability crisis

involving catastrophic change – for example a

relatively sudden step change in climate

circumstances over a few years or an aggregated

deterioration through a number of weather

phenomena, crop failures, pandemics, population

growths, warfare etc. These are cumulative disasters

from which there are no cumulative recoveries. The

main impact will be pressures arising from potential

mass Environmental Migration including: survival,

dealing with, resisting, receiving, accommodating,

absorbing.  Many existing and conventional projects

will be abandoned and different projects will be

needed to deal with, accommodate or resist the new

circumstances (This is explored further in

Intervention 12, Change Control).

It is also possible to make provision for these Environ-

mental Crisis scenarios in projects and programmes as

well as the Mitigation and Adaptation aspects.

There are options to decide if projects and programmes

are mitigation, adaptation or crisis or combinations with

the list of possible ‘New Sustainability Projects and

Programmes – which may need management’ in

Appendix C.

Overall the roles and responsibilities of managers of

projects and programmes concerning sustainability, the

environment and green issues may be summarised as

FACILITATION – to get the best out of their teams, their

circumstances, their opportunities. The explanation of

facilitation includes words such as: enable, assist, help

along, aid, oil the wheels, smooth, expedite, advance,

further and encourage, lead.

The Bigger Picture:

Clarity and Confusion

The lack of clarity and stability in sustainability is a

major challenge for managers of projects and

programmes. This is real and not just a perception.

For example, on one aspect of carbon reduction

here is a telling quotation from the authoritative HM

Government Innovation and Growth Team in

Autumn 2010:

“There is complexity and over-crowding in

almost every aspect of the landscape relating to

carbon reduction, including responsibility in

Government; the number of special interest

groups and advisory bodies; the number of

apparently uncoordinated research programmes;

the mass of published policies, reports and

initiatives, undertaken by a variety of

Government Departments, or by NGO’s incapable

of absorption by businesses who need to focus on

the more immediate interests of their clients and

shareholders; a host of tools and methodologies,

sometimes leading to quite different answers to

the same questions; fundamentally different

choices between competing technologies, with

conflicting advice as to the effectiveness of each;

and finally shifting terminology – so that, for

example, “carbon” can sometimes mean carbon,

sometimes carbon dioxide, and sometimes a

carbon dioxide equivalent, and the definition of

zero carbon is far more complex than that rightly

aspirational term must suggest.”

Naturally this is being addressed, but in the

meantime confusion can be expected.
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Introduction (cont’d)

0.3 The Science, Art and Practice

It is recognised that project management is a vocational

profession “whose time has come.” (Andrew Bragg CEO of

APM). Consequently there are aspects of Science and of

Art and how they are effectively and beneficially put into

Practice. These are sometimes also considered as hard

knowledge, soft skills and application – although that is

not quite a direct alignment with science, art and

practice.

The synthesis – of science, art and practice – can also be

applied to “Sustainability, the Environment and Green

Issues” topics – although there are some current

difficulties with each. For example:

� on the science side there are arguments and

disputes on the accuracy and reliability of some of

the scientific measurements, climatology analysis

and predictions. This includes temperature patterns,

sea levels, energy use and sources of supply. Where

there is uncertainty there may be indecision.

� on the art or soft side there are misgivings about

the motives and interests of some of the

participants. Is this a bandwagon for politicians,

traders, academics, contractors, suppliers,

consultants – linked to self interest or profit? Is that

a bad thing? Do the participants with profile practice

what they preach in terms of sustainable outlooks

and lifestyles?

� in practice, are the targets achievable or realistic?

What are the differences between developed and

developing worlds in terms of contributions and

achievements? What does happen to those recycled

materials and products? Will small individual

contributions make a collective difference?

Seriously, will any of it make a difference in the long

run – which might be quite short?

Yet in real terms the environmental situation may actually

be an ethical issue – whether to get involved and to what

degree. Ethics in this case includes: professionalism –

within a code of conduct, conscientiousness, honesty,

commitment, humanitarianism, compassion and for some

people – faith. Regulation, persuasion, taxation, etc. are

all reactive measures. Ethical behaviour is proactive – to

do the right thing because you know it is right.

Managers of projects need to act ethically on their

projects – collectively and individually.

0.4 Project Management Systems
and Sustainability

Project Management has come of age – it is recognised,

ubiquitous and appreciated.

There is universal acceptance that project management

systems are an important aid to efficiency and

effectiveness of delivering change.

There are bodies of knowledge and a range of

methodologies – not least the updated PRINCE 2

approach and Managing Successful Programmes. Many

organisations modify generic systems or devise their own

PM approaches to suit sectors, circumstances, standing

orders and procedures. There are heavy and light versions,

emphasis on money or time or performance or risk or in

combinations, for managers or whole teams, orientated to

milestones or processes, outputs or delivery outcomes.

Frequently such methodologies are computer based.

However, just as a methodology or system becomes

developed, established and applied, so new requirements,

aspects, trends or “fashions” may arise – and may need to

be incorporated if a system is to be comprehensive,

relevant and reliable.

The current sustainability agenda is far from certain in its

requirements but its presence is becoming pervasive.

Consequently a dilemma for managers of projects is how

and when to incorporate sustainability into their project

activity, when such matters are not incorporated into

their current optional, recommended or mandatory

systems. Or if such matters are incorporated the

circumstances are still changing.

This publication aims to assist in this dilemma by

providing over a dozen sustainability interventions as

stimulations to insert into a project lifecycle.

The Bigger Picture: Momentum

In the twentieth century there was phenomenal

resource-intensive growth:

4 x growth in population

40 x growth in economic output

16 x growth in use of fossil fuels

35 x growth in fishing catches

9 x growth in water use

17 x growth in carbon emissions

Janez Potocnik, European Commissioner for the Environment
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0.5 “Managers of Projects”?

Who are the “Managers of Projects” at the focus of this

publication?

They are the people who define, lead and manage the

activities and the teams who are working on and involved

in projects and programmes – and as well they need to

deal with the definition, leadership and management of

the sustainability agendas. They are the people who feel

and take responsibility for the results of the project,

including the sustainability aspects.

Certainly this group will include Project and Programme

Managers – probably at all levels: assistant, project, senior

and specialist levels.

This group may also include:

� customers / clients / end users and their

representatives and agents,

� sponsors and funders,

� senior designers / engineers / architects / surveyors

/ consultants,

� prime contractors / contractors,

� key specialists who make a managerial contribution

and a difference,

� project support offices (PSO) and variations thereof.

The managers of projects are in the plural. They are more

than a single person or organisation. Even if there is one

predominant party they are not the only voice in how the

project is to be managed – and how sustainability is to be

incorporated.

Furthermore this group is not static in its composition; it

tends to change in its numbers, sources and their

contributions through the stages of a project. For

example in many situations the client is more heavily

involved in the front end and contractors are contributing

later on. Specifically in this case, the group might include

or have access to specialist sustainability managers,

advisors, consultants, regulators or key sustainability

component supplies. A list of such contributors is

provided in Appendix A: Green Jobs.

In the context of sustainability this managerial steering

group may need to consult with and involve other parties

to obtain their optimum sustainability solutions.  For

example, with potential and selected contractors and

suppliers of goods and services, with regulators, with

utilities, with neighbours, landlords, other stakeholders.

Also, the managers of projects may have different levels

of commitment to and involvement in management:

� they may be “full time” managers fully committed to

management on a single, several or many projects

or a programme or portfolio,

� they may be “some time” managers who are

involved in the management of a particular project

or suite but on its completion or of their

contribution they will move on to something else or

back to a previous role. In fact this may be a one off,

once in a lifetime project involvement,

� they may be “part time” managers who spend only

some of their day or week or month on

management of projects with the rest of their time

on other activities – possibly as their predominant

day job or income earning aspect; possibly also

related to the project such as engineering or design

or finance; or perhaps on something else for

example on an unrelated operational responsibility

or in general management.

It is not unusual for groups of managers of projects to be

made up with all these levels of managerial involvement,

commitment and availability.  Consequently it will take

attention, application and cooperation for them to

provide the effective and cohesive leadership that

projects need and deserve.

These managers are not strategists or policy makers – as

politicians, business and community leaders who set the

destinations as statements and targets (see politicians’

“Our Programme for Government” and party

manifestoes). The managers will provide the vehicles to

get society as the passengers to the strategists’

destinations. Management is an important job. It is about

deeds being better than intentions.

PROMPT! At various places there may be

prompts to consolidate the previous section.

Prompt : who are the members at the moment of

the sustainability steering group on your project

and do they know they are?
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Introduction (cont’d)

0.6 Sectors

In the same manner that this volume is aimed at a wide

range of managers of projects so it is also applicable to

a wide range of sectors – in fact hopefully all sectors.

Projects and programmes are being implemented in all

sectors. Many managers apply themselves to a

particular sector but it is not difficult for them to

imagine and identify with projects occurring and being

managed in other less familiar sectors and situations.

APM estimates there are 250,000 project managers in

UK alone.

In this document there is a bias towards the U.K.

Construction and Property Sectors incorporating the

Built Environment. This is owing to:

� the initial background of the author and areas of

technical expertise,

� the interests and connections of the sponsoring

organisation the Centre for Education in the Built

Environment,

� the major economic contribution of construction

being around 10% of UK GNP; and similarly

worldwide,

� the obvious obligations, opportunities and

progress in relation to sustainability of new and

refurbished capital construction works with their

embedded energy and material consumption and

in the occupation of property – currently

producing 20% of U.K. carbon emissions,

� the general appreciation that most people have of

construction and property even if they are not

directly involved – they live, work and do many

things in buildings and can relate to the built

environment and associated infrastructure.

Construction does consume prodigious quantities of

energy and raw materials. However, these materials are

still relatively readily available and relatively low cost –

cement, aggregates, timber, clay and gypsum, steel, etc.

Other industries and some of the more topical

construction products do require more precious

materials – and they are becoming more difficult and

sensitive to secure – for example digging up parts of

Greenland to obtain more Rare Earth metals does have

some environmental sensitivities.

Whilst building does not consume vast quantities of

energy in its production (about 5%) the completed

building products consume between 20 to 30% of all

energy used.

The Built Environment covers the whole range of

building types – for example from the RIBA Architect

resource grades – offices, industrial, retail, community

buildings, medical, public housing, private housing,

leisure.

The Built Environment has a strong sustainability

background with refurbishment of premises, extensions,

modifications, changes of use – over decades and

centuries.

The Built Environment also provides infrastructure

covering highways, bridges and tunnels, dams, sea

defences, stabilisation, transport installations and

interchanges, energy provision and distribution, utilities,

harbours / ports, stadia, public open space, military

installations, mines and quarries, pipelines and

conveyors for raw materials and finished products.

Also the Built Environment employs 7% of the

workforce in U.K. covering manufacturers, suppliers,

regulators, contractors, builders, tradesmen, architects,

engineers, designers, surveyors – and managers.

However, the Construction Industry is also a service

industry. Comparatively very little construction work is

for the construction industry itself. Work is required

from other sectors. This results in specialisms and

fragmentation of the construction industry to serve

particular needs and develop expertise accordingly. The

sub-division of residential house building is an obvious

example but also applies to serving the education,

manufacturing, commerce, etc. sectors as mentioned

earlier.

These service industry aspects are of especial relevance

in relation to sustainability topics since the interest and

take up of sustainability will be determined as much, if

not more, by the perceptions and demands of the

sector to be served – as it will be what the service

sector of Built Environment has to offer. The outlooks of

these various sectors related to sustainability are

explored in Appendix B, with primary issues, secondary

issues, operational issues, engagements and dilemmas.
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Also a range of new sector and cross-sector projects and

programmes are provided in Appendix C.

Sustainable Communities are the ultimate combination of

sustainable developments. This is aggregated portfolio,

programme and project management. In no particular

order of priority, brand new or reconstituted “sustainable

communities” incorporate holistic combinations of:

housing, employment, transport, infrastructure,

education, health, open space, leisure, food supply, water

supply, energy supply, capacity for growth… and require

focussed capable people and organisation to achieve

successful balance.

Balance can be provided by a Sustainability Assessment

Matrix where the selected indicators of a Sustainable

Community can be identified, analysed, selected and

acted upon.

Creating individual “Sustainable Communities” is not easy,

not least in their definitions. However, collectively moving

towards sustainable living – in our communities – could

be a universal aspiration.

The Bigger Picture:

Boxing Clever and Threatening
Behaviour

Alternatively the question might be: Does mankind

threaten the planet? OR Does the planet threaten

mankind? If there were to be a contest between the

World and the human race who would win? Who

would your money be on? Mother Earth is going to

win! She has won previous rounds with the mass

extinctions of species five times before. So perhaps

we should reduce our threat. After all who wants to

be accused of fighting with an old lady? – and

losing!

The Bigger Picture: Some Basics

There are a number of items in this book which are

intended to contribute to an understanding of the

bigger picture concerning sustainability. Here is the

first one. In general terms it is known that:

� The human race has reached its current size and

sophistication in only about 400 generations; and

it might be possible to get back very closely to the

beginning in only a further 2 or 3 generations!

� The threshold for living within our planetary

means of One Planet Living was exceeded in the

1970’s. Since then we have been accelerating and

need to stabilise before we might reduce – unless

things are taken out of our hands.

� There is a move from a carbon economy

dependent on coal, gas and oil to a new

harvested economy of wind, water, timber. It is a

big move.

� We are in another interglacial period when

temperatures have been up to 5oC colder than at

present with glaciations and ice sheets down as

far as Paris. There are no interglacial examples of

it being 5oC warmer - with deserts up as far as

Brussels.

� Even if the climate and weather patterns were not

changing the readily accessible fossil fuels are

running out.

� Even if the readily accessible fossil fuels were not

running out the world population is surging.

� Even if the population was not surging (which it

is) their expectations and consumerisation are

growing.

� Emotions are increasing – concern, anger,

frustration, jealousy, despair, envy.

� There is a need for change in what we do and

how we do it.

� And yet there is a pervasive human condition to

avoid negatives which might impact on their

relatively nice and comfortable, upward moving

lifestyles. This will be difficult when the change is

imposed when basics such as water, warmth,

food, shelter, health etc. are not increased but in

fact are withdrawn.

� Then it is Serious.
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Introduction (cont’d)

Which is the most appropriate caption?

“Rising temperatures dry out inland seas and lakes, kill
off fish stocks and ruin fishing industries.”

“Man decides to divert river waters to agriculture
diminishing supply to inland sea.”

“Seasonal rainfall variations have dramatic effects on
shallow lakes.”

0.7 How to Use this Book

In practice few managers of projects take up the project at the beginning and see it right through to its handover and

beyond. Often there are earlier studies or activity or the project is taken over by others at restarts or particular

thresholds. This means that not all of the following fourteen interventions will apply every time; but it may be helpful

to understand the story prior to their arrival and to imagine the continuity after their departure. This particularly

applies when there is a group of managers for a project or programme and they can act as the sustainability

conscience of the enterprise despite changing composition of membership. Some ideas on Green Procedures for

managing projects are provided in Appendix D.

0.8 Illustrations – with dilemmas

“A picture paints a thousand words.”  “Graphics lead text.”  “People remember images.”  These are all true and in the

environmental debate there have been interesting side arguments on the use of images and what they really

demonstrate or what should be the appropriate captions.  Two famous examples are the polar bears on the iceberg

and the receding lake shore of the Aral Sea – they are provided here with alternative captions for consideration. There

are a number of other photographs included elsewhere – again with options.

Which is the most appropriate caption?

“Polar Bears’ natural habitat is diminishing as ice
caps melt”

“Cuddly Polar Bears starving to death, on melting
iceberg, miles from salvation, owing to human
selfishness in pumping out greenhouse gases to
maintain their growth in living standards”

“Young bears romp on passing iceberg close to
shoreline – as numbers of bears are fluctuating”

In this case it is a matter of personal choice.

Another dilemma can be sustainability terminology including abbreviations and buzzwords. There area a number of

glossaries, for example Foreman Roberts has an “A to Z Guide to Sustainability Speak” on their website, or RICS “Global

Glossary of Sustainability Terms” on their website.

In this case the second option is factually correct.
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0.9 Plan of Work – with Interventions

Plans of Work are a very good idea when managing

projects. So are work breakdown structures, networks

and to-do lists.

Plans of Work divide the project into stages – usually in a

linear (waterfall direction) with iteration within stages and

transfers across stages – frequently with gateways to

review that everything that should have been done has

been done successfully and that everything is

satisfactorily in hand for the next stage which will

ultimately lead to overall outputs, outcomes, satisfaction

and success. A simple list of stage headings for a

hypothethical plan of work is provided in Figure 1 below.

The stages can run from inception to project closure

which can vary from completion/ handover to end of

defect correction periods/ final accounts, to end of

operational life, right through to decommissioning. This

later, more modern approach is sometimes called cradle-

to-cradle – and is a suitable outlook for sustainability also

– to consider the whole life cycle.

Most plans of work have established checklists for what

to do and achieve at each stage. These can be verified

for each project in question and can be worked up in

more detail for the stage in hand or for the whole project

in some cases. A slightly expanded listing for the

hypothetical plan of work is provided in Fig. 2 overleaf.

Moving into more detail it is usual to stream the

individual activities. In the RIBA Plan of Work the streams

are based on people and organisations on the lines of:

� At Stage K Construction to Practical Completion

for a Fully Designed Building Project:

Contractor/Client/Architect as Lead Consultant and

Contract Administrator/Architect as Designer and

Design Leader/Quantity Surveyor/Structural

Engineer/Services Engineer/CDM Coordinator.

In the CIC Scope of Services Handbook for a similar

situation there is a rather different approach:

� For Stage 5D Manufacture, Installation and

Construction. Definition Services:

Client – Client Representative/Project Lead/Design

Lead/Architectural Design/Civil and Structural

Design/Building Services Design/Cost Consultancy/

Health and Safety Consultancy.

The difficulty with these people approaches is that they

omit people. Where are the lawyers, utilities, specialist

advisors, statutory bodies, stakeholders – who may have

contributions to make to the project generally and

specifically to the environmental aspects?

Figure  1.

Typical stages in a hypothetical

Project Plan of Work.
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Introduction (cont’d)

So an alternative or supplemental approach may be to

adopt a functional approach to Plan of Work themes and

activities. For a construction project similar to RIBA and

CIC requirements the functional headings for work

breakdown could be:

� Property – premises – site/Briefing/Design/

Approvals/Procurement/Construction/Fit Out/

Stakeholder Engagement/Budgets and Funding/

Management.

In this book it is assumed that all projects do have a

suitable plan of work of some description – in stages with

people, functional or other mixed activity lists. Even with

non-linear approaches, such as agile and other fast or

flexible project management techniques, as used in

software development, pharmaceutical research and

other complex projects, where the final outcomes are not

easy or appropriate to define from the beginning then

there are still requirements to be organised and to know

where one might be and what one should be doing in the

project life cycle.

Many of the ongoing and future sustainability initiatives

have agile characteristics such as electric vehicles, carbon

capture, waste treatments etc..

And so a Plan of Work can be most useful – to consider

when by stages and how by topics to incorporate

sustainability into a project. Some generic Plans of Work

will have incorporated sustainability. This is good – but it

may be generic itself – or not up-to-date – sustainability

is moving quite fast – on many fronts, legal, technical,

political, scientific. Other generic Plans of Work may be

thin or non-existent on sustainability. Therefore it is

incumbent on the managers of projects and the team

members who have interests or resonsibilities related to

sustainability to consider when and how to address

sustainability on their projects and in their Plans of Work.

The main body of this volume with Appendices addresses

fourteen possible sustainability interventions in a

generally chronological sequence that might be inserted

into proposed Plans of Work. The fourteen interventions

are indicated in Figure 3 and in the Contents.

The expanded version of the interventions as a work

breakdown structure is provided in Fig. 3 and the same

listing has also been applied to the hypothetical plan of

work in Fig. 4 overleaf.

Figure 2. Expanded stages in typical project cycle
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Figure 3. Examples of Sustainability Interventions which may be included within a Plan of Work
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Figure 4.

Possible Sustainability Interventions

within a typical Plan of Work.
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Introduction (cont’d)

The hypothetical, standardised Plan of Work in Figure 4

provides an indication of where various intervention

checklist items for sustainability, the environment and

green issues which form the main body of this

publication may be applied across the project stages and

gateways.  What is clear is that there are sustainability

opportunities and obligations at every stage of every

project – not just at selected points or particular periods.

These are not offered as comprehensive checklists. They

are offered as stimulations. Managers will need to

consider their own projects or programmes, their

circumstances, their contractual arrangements and

participants; also the stages which are past, in hand and

to come.

Experience counts. That is why it may take several

attempts to obtain the right balance of sustainability into

projects. That is why it is important to consider

sustainability interventions for current projects rather

than just wait for the next one. That is why the next

decade – with global flux on many fronts and

environmental developments taking place – is going to

be so interesting and important.

There is a blank Plan of Work in the conclusion section

and some blank pages for notes at the end of this volume

for readers to record the interventions they may think are

applicable from these suggestions and their own

thoughts.

Blank Plan of Work

(see page 56)
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0.10 Generic v. Specific

Most people work within specific sectors, at particular

locations, in individual circumstances which might mean

that some of the generic text in this volume may seem

remote or inappropriate or difficult to readily interpret

and apply.

To assist such difficulties, respond to such concerns and

provide some focus the following are offered.

0.10.1 Sector Aspects

Sector aspects are explored in Appendix B for a range

of sectors and their sustainability features. Some

sustainability aspects are specific to selected sectors

and industries. If you know about your sector you may

know about the sustainability suggestions as provided –

you may disagree believing the opportunities to be

more, or less or different. However, having awaken your

own sector sustainability taste buds you may be better

placed to consider, adopt, address or reject the generic

advice and approaches. Other sectors may provide

stimulation on options. And if your sector is not

included then it may be possible to research and devise

your own lists of opportunities using the material in

Appendix B as inspiration.

0.10.2 Small : Medium : Large Innovation
Aspects

Small, Medium and Large Aspects recognises that the

ability to be sustainably innovative and innovatively

sustainable does depend on the size of the project.

Similarly, size also influences the ability to involve

sustainability experts and advisors. The inference may

be that small and medium projects have fewer

opportunities or obligations on sustainability compared

with large and mega-large projects. However, in many

sectors it is the small and medium projects that make

up the majority of the sector output – and therefore

have significant and important potential contributions.

Sometimes it is easier to be innovative on small and

medium projects where there are fewer stakeholders

and “interference”; also prototyping might be allowed

or encouraged. Overall innovation in sustainability

might be nothing to do with size of project and more to

do with the general “risk appetite” by the client, the

project team and interested parties.

0.10.3 Portfolio : Programme : Project
Aspects

Portfolio, Programme and Project Aspects recognises

that there are differences in the sustainability

opportunities across these three outlooks – and there

are important challenges for them to be complimentary

and consistent. Managers of portfolios, programmes

and projects – and sub-projects – may have different

perspectives, agendas and obligations.

Organisations with large estates have options on where

they might apply their sustainability attention for

optimum effects. The Forestry Commission, the Ministry

of Defence, the Crown Estate, the National Health

Service, the large utilities, large agricultural estates and

multinational businesses have choices where to grow

bio-mass or place wind farms or build their

accommodation or plant their crops or roll out

initiatives repeatedly, widely and in volume. (Many of

these organisations prepare Annual Reports including

extensive Environmental statements which make

interesting reading on achievements, progress and

directions).

Organisations undertaking long term programmes and

ongoing portfolios may be able to take a longer view.

But this is difficult when the future is uncertain and

difficult to predict. Therefore as proposed by M.

Hammer we need to not devise organisations for a

particular future but we need to configure organisations

that will be able to thrive in a future that cannot be

predicted. That is likely to need the right people rather

than the right processes.
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0.11  Developing and Developed Aspects

Developing and Developed Aspects – this is the modern

politically correct explanation of what might have

previously been called North and South or described

certain countries or parts of the world as First, Second

or Third World. The Environmental Agendas in these

two types are fundamentally different. To know which is

applicable will certainly make a difference in reading the

generic parts of this document and deciding how to

apply them.

So if the reader is keen to consider how to apply the

following generic interventions then it may be advisable

to “get their head” round their own circumstances and

have some focus by looking over the Appendices

include Appendix B and considering the above

approaches before entering the central body of this

publication.

Ice Cores to 3000m

It is always good to have an impressive three

dimensional diagram (depth, time, temperature) from a

very impressive project. This is GRIP – the Greenland Ice

Core Project – at over 10,000 feet altitude!, at -32oC

temperatures! miles from anywhere! drilling ice cores to

a depth of 3000m! analysing the precise oxygen levels

in the ice to establish the ambient temperatures!

Certainly an impressive project in itself!

The results are illustrated on the attached chart:

- The right hand scale shows the depth of ice in

metres.

- The left hand scale shows time in thousands of

years from present to over 100,000 years ago –

with the thicknesses compressing under the

weight of the ice above.

- The zig zag scale is average temperature and

shows fluctuating climate by a few of degrees over

the last ten thousand years around a “warm”

average compared with wider fluctuations over a

generally “colder” previous ninety thousand years.

A temperature rise as is happening and is further

forecasted appears to be something that has not

happened for a long time!

The Bigger Picture:

Focus Efforts

And remember, like many other situations,

sustainability usually is subject to Pareto’s Law.

80% of the achievement will come from 20% of

the effort; after that it is hard work; so look for the

big hits, hit them directly, promptly, fully and move

on.  Some say that 1% will give you 50% of the

answer – so why not try it!  A sensible, effective

alternative approach is to seek and secure

environmental “Quick Wins” and move on.

As technology, regulation, supply chains are

developed and implemented so it should be

quicker, easier and more obvious to achieve the

“Quick Wins”.

Figure 5. Ice Cores to 3000m

Introduction (cont’d)
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Interventions

This is the first of fourteen possible sustainability

suggestions to insert into a project lifecycle. Before we

get into the project itself would it be beneficial to acquire

some knowledge of the context and corporate

approaches to environmental issues? This could cover the

client / customer organisation, the sponsor, the funders

and the current key players.

The sources of the policies and outlooks might be their

websites, annual reports and accounts, brochures, press

releases, or direct word of mouth from a director,

members of staff or head of sustainability.

Their outlook might be found in their mission statements,

corporate policies, regulatory compliance and standards,

specific environmental sections. In all of this what is said

and what actually happens in reality may not be the same

– but that applies to many things.

Sometimes sustainability, environmental and green

policies are incorporated within other policies which

collectively might be called Corporate Social

Responsibilities (CSR). This is interesting since this

provides a further range of requirements that might be

applied to the project in question and may need to be

taken into consideration or be used as criteria against

which the project may be judged. It is better to know all

such matters earlier rather than later. Corporate Social

Responsibilities can cover a diverse collection of topics

including:

Equal Opportunities, Human Rights, Health and Safety,

Supply Chains, Local Sourcing, Job Creation, Learning and

Development (Training), Quality Assurance,

Confidentiality, Security, Anti-Corruption, Involvement

with Local Community, Charitable Activities and

Involvement, and not forgetting topics such as Energy

Conservation, Waste Prevention, Sustainability, the

Environment and Green Issues.

Some of these matters may be covered by regulations,

laws and standards but organisations may wish to

confirm their understanding and compliance or wish to

exceed minimum standards or mere compliance.

INTERVENTION 1 – SUSTAINABILITY POLICIES, ETHICS AND CONTEXT

Most of these policies are subject to review and revision –

often after three or four years and in fact when they are

five years old they can feel some what old-fashioned and

out of date. Consequently it may be appropriate to ask if

any of the policies, including those for sustainability, are

in the process of being reviewed or will be in the near

future or during the project duration – and if so how and

when the upgrade to be released can be accommodated.

It may be appropriate to ask what policies will be in place

at the handover and extended to the half-life in

operations.

However, there may be a chicken and egg situation where

policies are not ahead of projects but are being strongly

influenced by projects especially large step change or

flagship projects or programmes with substantive

environmental themes.

It is interesting to assess the level of environmental

commitment in policies which could be:

from evangelical to enthusiastic to pragmatic to passive

to silent.

Certainly “silent” should not be assumed to imply

disinterest. In fact it may mean the data has simply not

been located – yet; or that a fulsome commitment or

interest is on the way.

The aspect of funders’ requirements can be an important

consideration. More funders are adding environmental

conditions to their offers of funding. The specific details

should be in the project specific offer but general

guidance can also be obtained pre offer or as a guideline

on the limits of their criteria. This might apply to central

or local Government funding, European Union funding,

Higher Education Funding Council (HEFC), equitable

funding sources, lottery funding, bank funding, loans etc.
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Similarly other key parties may have generally accessible

environmental criteria which provide guidance or may be

used as benchmarks (see Intervention 5 later). Interesting

examples might include such as:

� British Land: www.britishland.com,

� Co-op: www.co-operative.coop,

� Marks and Spencer with “Plan A because there is no

Plan B” (and there is no Planet B either),

� many public sector ministries, authorities,

departments and units may have Sustainable

Development Action Plans – and Management,

which may be worth tracking down if involved with

them,

� if one is working with sustainable interests in South

East Asia then studying the Mekon River

Commission for Sustainable Development on

www.mrcmekong.org.

There are other generic sustainability websites in

Appendix F.

Here is a succinct statement – from the University of

Leeds:

“We will conduct our own activities and operations to reflect
best environmental practice, implement an Environmental
Management System (EMS) to pursue sustainability and
continuous improvement and seek innovative ways of meeting
environmental objects.”

Some organisations may have specific arrangements.

Again from Leeds University they have Earth, Energy and

Environment accessible on www.eee.leeds.ac.uk

This background research can be done at the earliest

stages of a project or programme; or when the managers

start to get into place; or at any other stages as

appropriate.

Sometimes this investigation is broadened to cover

comparisons and competitors beyond the project parties

to see what is happening elsewhere – by industry, sector,

country or further afield – possibly also from left field

sources. This is moving into benchmarking which is

covered in Intervention 5 for a project perspective – this

Intervention 1 takes an organisation perspective.

The next and following items address the projects and

programmes directly.

PROMPT!

Prompt : would it be appropriate to check out these

primary policy issues or would it be rather difficult

or embarrassing or confusing? Let’s do it!

Do we have the right Technology yet?

Q. Do we have too many cars?

OR

Q. Do we have the wrong cars?

Intervention 1 (cont’d)
– Sustainability Policies, Ethics And Context
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Managers of projects and programmes have an obligation

to incorporate sustainability into the briefs and statements

of requirements for their projects and programmes.

Even if the individual managers do not have the initial

obligation to compose the brief or they arrive after initial

production they still do have a need to know what is in

their project and programme briefs and statements –

overall and for sustainability.

Sustainability information and directions can be provided

in:

� the project title,

� the outline project description – within one

sentence, one paragraph, one page,

� a specific statement about sustainability,

� a separate sustainability section or chapter,

� distributed across various sections,

� referenced documents, sources, manufacturers /

suppliers, standards and regulations,

� existing corporate statements, criteria, house rules,

operational policies.

In common with other briefing criteria ideally data of this

nature should be SMART – Specific, Measurable,

Achievable, Realistic, Time Bound. Sustainability needs to

be managed. And if one cannot measure one cannot

monitor. And if one cannot monitor one cannot manage.

On the other hand such sustainability statements might

be just inspirational or challenging to the project team or

reactionary to design proposals.

“Timing” can be important for fast moving subjects such

as sustainability.  Criteria can be timed at:

� time of writing,

� key thresholds and gateways,

� time of placing main orders

� handover / takeover / completion of project,

� at half life target,

� at full life target / decommissioning,

� specific dates e.g. to suit political dates, legislation

implementation.

Checking a brief or statement of requirements might be a

task for managers of projects or to be delegated to

appropriate parties – such as a Sustainability Manager.

Checking can be done by:

� reviewing contents lists,

� electronically searching for suitable words,

� hard copy review and marking by magic marker,

� cut and paste collection of all environmental

aspects.

For a construction project or property development a

checklist might include data concerning:

� general background,

� site selection criteria,

� site preparation and demolitions,

� phasing and sequences,

� architectural design criteria,

� structural and civil engineering design criteria,

� services design criteria,

� landscaping design criteria,

� construction and waste directions,

� furniture, fittings and equipment,

� documentation and training,

� testing, commissioning and handover.

And then there are the issues of whole life costings

(WLC), costs in use, total cost of ownership (TCO). If these

are criteria to be used for the project then they need to

be established in the statement of requirements and

applied in the early stages – rather than try to catch up

later to justify the earlier big decisions.

INTERVENTION 2 – PROJECT SPECIFIC BRIEFS AND STATEMENTS OF
REQUIREMENTS
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Using some of the BREEAM type requirements and

modelling, Whole Life Costing can be defined as

including as a minimum:

� initial capital and investment costs – through to

being operational,

� operational costs – once operational – including

planned maintenance, servicing, fuels and energy,

life cycle replacement and repair – with parts and

labour, cleaning, management costs, insurances,

� decommissioning and disposal costs,

� for an appropriate product life cycle period

- days, weeks, months, years, decades, centuries,

- buildings are generally based on a 60 year

duration or more, anything less might be

considered to be “temporary,” but still

assessable,

� discounted cash flow approach with terms at a

recommended treasury rate,

� with appropriate breakdown by element,

component, subsystem with clear definitions – for

considering separate options and combinations.

The overall target will be to:

� achieve the lowest discounted Whole Life Costing

over the stated period,

� without reduction or compromise of critical

performance criteria of the project,

� achieve the minimum carbon footprint or energy

consumption from non-renewable (and from

renewable) resources,

� optimise maintenance, repair and replacement

regimes,

� convey the details of the adopted WLC model so

that they may be adopted, applied and enhanced in

practice.

For all projects and programmes there is an interesting

prompt list for briefing topics of 68 Key Indicators to

monitor UK Government strategy. These are repeated

here. Should any of these be applicable and so be

incorporated into the brief? Where and how? Or do they

suggest other issues or requirements?

68 Key Indicators have been established to monitor UK

Govt strategy.

1. Greenhouse Gas Emissions

2. C02 Emissions by End User

3. Aviation and Shipping Emissions

4. Renewable Electricity

5. Electricity Generation

6. Household Energy Use

7. Road Transport

8. Private Vehicles

9. Road Freight

10. Manufacturing Sector

11. Service Sector

12. Public Sector

13. Resource Use

14. Energy Supply

15. Water Resource Use

16. Domestic Water Consumption

17. Water Stress

18. Waste

19. Household Waste

20. Bird Population

21. Biodiversity Conservation

22. Agriculture Sector

23. Farming and Environmental Stewardship

24. Land Use

25. Land Recycling

26. Dwelling Density

27. Fish Stocks

28. Ecological Impacts of Air Pollution

29. Emissions of Air Pollutants

30. River Quality

31. Flooding

32. Economic Output

33. Productivity

34. Investment

35. Demography

36. Households and Dwellings

37. Active Community Participation

38. Crime

Intervention 2 (cont’d)
– Project Specific Briefs And Statements Of Requirements
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Anecdotes:

There are a number of anecdotes incorporated into
this document focussed on the management aspects of
sustainability – rather than the scientific, political or
technology aspects. Here is the first anecdote.

The Nothing in the Brief

A highly successful telecoms company consolidated

its headquarter activities from diverse offices into a

state of the art, award-winning, environmentally

aware collection of facilities.

From the transport policies to the catering, from the

natural ventilation to the waste avoidance, from the

site layouts to the materials selections, this

establishment and its operations is an

environmental benchmark destination.

When it came to the debriefing and lessons learned

attention was focussed on how the environmental

requirements had been conveyed in the official

client briefs and statements of requirements.

The answer was surprising. In the initial, feasibility

and site selection stage it was non existent. By the

site development and outline design stages such

direction might be described as “thin” and “hard to

find.”

On reflection during the overall six year course of

this project from the 90s into 00s sustainability

arrived and was defined. A sharp client with

development, operations and facilities management

teams together with empathetic design and

construction teams took up the challenges and

opportunities – with success.

Overview

The sustainability agenda has arrived in a rush and

still continues to be uncertain. Teams need to be on

their toes to accommodate (or reject) environmental

trends and green fashions.

39. Fear of Crime

40. Employment

41. Workless Households

42. Economically Inactive

43. Childhood Poverty

44. Young Adults

45. Pensioner Poverty

46. Pension Provision

47. Education

48. Sustainable Development Education

49. Health Inequality

50. Health Life Expectancy

51. Mortality Rates

52. Smoking

53. Childhood Obesity

54. Diet

55. Mobility

56. Getting to School

57. Accessibility

58. Road Accidents

59. Social Justice

60. Environmental Equality

61. Air Quality and Health

62. Housing Conditions

63. Households living in fuel poverty

64. Homelessness

65. Local Environment Quality

66. Satisfaction in Local Area

67. UK International Assistance

68. Wellbeing

PROMPT!

Prompt : some people think that carbon reduction is

the No. 1 priority and everything else is a side show.

What is the No. 1 priority on your project? Is it

carbon reduction? Are the sustainability priorities

clearly stated in the statement of requirements? Do

they contribute to a 34% or more reduction in CO
2

emmissions?
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It is the role of managers of projects and programmes to

select the team members or confirm their selection in

writing as appointments, contracts or orders.

There are wide ranges of criteria for selecting team

members. Price is a very common criteria; but there are

also service, continuity, location, experience, turnover,

recommendations, personalities, warranties, etc.. Where

and how might sustainability fit in to this mix?

Primarily the managers can decide if sustainability will be

a common criteria for all team member selections or if it

will be selective or targeted. Then they can decide if its

priority is:

� high – a show-stopper to selection,

� medium – to be taken into consideration,

� low – a background issue,

� nil – not at all.

Good procurement and commercial managers can act as

the fundamental gatekeepers for environmental

achievement.

An indication of the priorities may be obtained from the

corporate statements (as Intervention 1 above) if they

have been appraised and the brief or statements of

requirements (as Intervention 2 above) if available.

The sustainability criteria can be explained to candidates

and appraised during selection at various stages:

� open invitation / advertising,

� pre-qualification and long listing,

� proposals and short listing,

� tenders,

� interviews and assessments,

� negotiations and final selection.

INTERVENTION 3 – TEAM SELECTIONS

The approach can be adjusted to suit individual projects,

overall programmes, call-off contracts, framework

arrangements and partnering agreements.

The themes and information that can be explored and

assessed for applicants, candidates, tenderers, framework

participants etc. can include:

� their Corporate Policies on Sustainability,

� the level of Corporate Importance or Commitment

to Sustainability,

� overall relevant corporate experience,

� corporate specific expertise – appropriate to the

project,

� relevant experience of proposed project personnel,

� specific sustainability proposals for the project in

question,

� standards e.g. IS0 14000, licences to carry out

activities,

� issues of non compliance or actions or disputes

related to sustainability.

Topics which can be addressed is their approach to such

matters as : procurement, employment, energy use, waste

management, estates, transport and community

engagement (ref: NHS Manchester).

Difficulties can include:

� asking for too much information on sustainability

and thus generally resulting in difficulties in

objectively assessing all the information,

� volumes of technical information on sustainability

which are difficult to assess and measure,

� contrasts within provision of standardised corporate

information, to project specific proposals to almost

silence,

� green wash to green hide.
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Green Wash or eco-bling is when organisations are

hypocritically promoting themselves as environmentally

aware, conscientious or active but in fact are being

superficial or even contradictory. Examples might include

rebadging an existing product or service to make it

appear to be particularly green beyond its merits.

Green Hide is when organisations underplay their green

credentials. This may be for a number of reasons

including:

� the left hand does not know what the right hand is

doing by location, service or office,

� the organisation does not want to be accused of

green wash,

� there are commercial considerations so they would

prefer not to divulge or disseminate their ideas.

Alternatively it may be about communication literacy. Are

the candidates for team membership literate, numerate

and knowledgeable about sustainability and how they

communicate such expertise?

Examples of how various selection criteria – including

sustainability – can be incorporated into selection

processes for managers themselves (and which can be

applied to others) are explained in “How to Select the

Right Project Manager” by Tom Taylor, also the author of

this volume.

This is probably the time to mention Sustainability

Supervision or third party verification. On major projects

there is an increasing likelihood of some form of

independent Sustainability Supervision being imposed.

The London 2012 Olympics have set up such

arrangements and are providing cutting edge examples

through auditing and commentary.  See: Commission for

Sustainable London 2012. They use sequencing of: (i)

preparation, (ii) staging and (iii) legacy; with reviews

covering: overall, climate change, waste, biodiversity,

inclusion and healthy living. Managers of projects need to

ascertain if there is likely to be Sustainability Supervision

involvement and if it is to be selected as part of the

project team or contribute to the selection of others by

advice on criteria or direct involvement.

Do you know where they stand on global warming?

OR

Are your team all facing the same direction on sustainability on your project?
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Intervention 3 (cont’d)
– Team Selections

Here are two simple examples which are related to

fruit and veg.

#1Tomato Sources

Should we buy British tomatoes to avoid

environmental food miles for imported tomatoes, for

example from Spain, only to then find that British

tomatoes create more carbon dioxide emissions

owing to the need to heat British greenhouses –

when there is more natural sunshine warmth in

Spain? So an environmental consideration might not

be what it first seems.  Unless the required heat in

Britain comes from a renewable source or for

example is surplus from an adjacent data centre.

#2 Out of Season Green Beans

Should we buy local seasonal vegetables to avoid the

environmental impact of flying out-of-season produce

half way round the world?

However, farmers and their families in developing

countries are dependant on customers in developed

countries to need their produce if they are to raise

their living standards above poverty levels.

An ethical or an environmental dilemma?

The Bigger Picture:

Too Much Information?!

There is a dilemma for some groups of project

leaders to be suitably informed for making decisions

on their projects concerning sustainability, the

environment and green issues.

For some people it is a new situation and there is a

need to collect and consider suitably reliable data on

options and their sustainability characteristics.

This sustainability information can become extensive,

complex and sometimes contradictory when

considering the whole life cycle of manufacture,

assembly, delivery, installation, use, disposal and

recyclability of a material product or system.

Being objective, timely and justified in decision

making can be daunting and difficult.

Generally the advice to managers of projects is to

consider:

� proportionality – spend appropriate time and

effort on issues,

� advice – obtain advice from authoritative,

responsible parties without self-interest, or with

openly declared interests,

� time – if research and consideration are required

then build appropriate time into the schedule,

� hands on – visit examples in real life or nearest

equivalent.

“When all else fails – try common sense.”

Look for natural, local, established, proven. Avoid

novelty, unproven, excessively innovative – this time.
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Benefits Management is a relatively new and important

aspect of projects and programmes.

Most people are aware of the need for business cases to

justify projects. Even if they have never produced one or

even seen one there is recognition that there needs to be

an economic case or return to justify the capital

investment – notably for private sector investment.

Sometimes such financial aspects are commercially or

politically sensitive and are provided very selectively on a

need-to-know basis. The profit from an investment is

usually the final result of the business finance calculation

– or the (single) bottom line – which can be improved or

worsened as the project progresses.

Nowadays there is talk of the triple bottom line with

aspects of social efficacy and conscience, economic

necessity and environmental reality and the need to

optimise all three aspects and achieve balance. These

INTERVENTION 4 – BENEFITS – AND TRIPLE BOTTOM LINES (AND FIVE
PRINCIPLES)

Social Aspects

Social Aspects to be considered on projects need

to take in all the interests of all the stakeholders

and might be selected from:

� jobs creation – or losses,

� wealth creation – or reduction,

� skills development,

� accommodation of growing population,

� learning and development – or education and

training,

� health in the community,

� safety – or reduction of hazards,

� security,

� welfare and wellbeing,

� community participation,

� stakeholder consultation, engagement,

involvement and support,

� contributions to sustainable communities,

� use or provision of public transport,

� bio diversity,

� public space, accessibility and shared space.

Anecdote:

Good Free Ideas – Solar Panels

Solar panels to provide hot water for domestic or

commercial purposes sound like a good simple idea.

Once the solar panels are installed and operational

then owing to the free sun’s rays all the hot water

will be FREE!

Well not quite! The panels will not supply all the hot

water requirements – notably at night and in winter.

So a parallel system will be required which will

require energy which will not be free as well, nor will

its parallel capital purchase and installation.

But when the panels are working then their hot

water will be FREE!

Well not quite! Most solar panels systems require

pumps to push round the water – and pumps need

paid-for energy. Unless the energy could be

provided by photovoltaic cells – now what started

as a simple idea has become quite complex!

Overview

It is up to managers of projects to get the whole

story of all apparent “good ideas” to save the planet

and its future occupants and ensure they are

explained to stakeholders.

three themes are also referred to as the 3Ps of

corresponding People, Price and Planet. There is also a

phrase of “One Planet Living” which requires a balanced,

holistic outlook.

To obtain an equilibrium between the social, economic

and environmental themes will require effort and

application. Businesses that adopt this new triple bottom

line approach are not in business to simply make money

in the short-term. They are seeking ways to undertake

their business activities in ways that do not harm the

environment or the people with which they are in contact

or their financial status – and in fact in combination

improve the status of all three aspects. Projects can aspire

to do the same. Leadership of such activities will need to

be provided – by the managers of the project.

These three headings are each made up of a number of

other possible constituents which will vary from project

to project:
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Environmental Aspects

Environmental Aspects should try to optimise the

use of natural (in fact all) resources in order to

increase resource productivity and minimise

emissions and waste.  Topics to be considered on

projects could include from:

� compliance with environmental regulations,

� exceeding regulations and norms,

� designing of environmental features,

� building in of environmental performance,

� conveying sustainability to operators / users,

� remediation,

� energy consumption, production and

conservation,

� contamination and pollutants,

� waste avoidance, disposal and processing,

� reuse and recycling of materials, assemblies,

whole systems,

� climate change mitigation,

� climate change adaption,

� water sources, quality or quantity,

� materials selection,

� infrastructure,

� sourcing of goods and materials,

� noise,

� flooding,

� ecology and biodiversity.

Economic Aspects

Economic Aspects to be considered on projects

might include from:

� investment criteria,

� return on investment (ROI),

� payback,

� capital costs,

� value-for-money,

� operational costs / costs-in-use,

� end costs and decommissioning,

� local sourcing,

� procurement strategies,

� partnerships,

� whole life costings,

� funding and sources,

� taxes and fines,

� grants and inducements,

� contingencies,

� cashflow,

� carbon credits / trading / offsets.

Overall the trend is to move away from classical

economic theory which treats the Earth’s resources as

free. The move is towards “Eco-economics” which take

account of environmental and social COSTS of human

actions.

One of the key requirements of investors in projects is the

need for certainty. (Although possibly not for investors

who relate risk with reward). Consequently with financial

aspects of sustainability investors wish to know that the

tax breaks or grants that are being used to stimulate

green development and provide commercial advantage

will be available when required. It is not possible for

managers of projects to guarantee the future of such

matters but they should be aware of such sensitivities and

closely monitor availabilities accordingly.

There is an alternative approach to the triple bottom line

based on the Five Principles of Sustainable Development

as proposed by the Sustainable Development

Commission as illustrated. They adopt the goal of

sustainable development “to enable all people

throughout the world to satisfy their basic needs and

enjoy a better quality of life without compromising the

quality of life of future generations.”

Intervention 4 (cont’d)
– Benefits – And Triple Bottom Lines (And Five Principles)
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Benefits can be analysed and scored in a number of ways

including say 1 (low) to 10 (high) or low, medium and

high and then be factored to provide aggregate scores.

They can then be presented as spreadsheets, spider web

diagrams, histograms, graphs, etc.

A specific Benefits Case can cover as many of these

topics from the triple bottom line or five principles as are

appropriate to the project and explain their features and

benefits. The Benefits Case should also include the

traditional financial business case as well where

applicable and needed to provide comprehensive, holistic

advocacy for the project.

There are ranges of benefits. Clearly and initially there

may be “stated benefits” which are fully expressed and

defined in the Benefits Case or in the Statement of

Requirements, and need to be managed and delivered.

Secondly, there are “hidden benefits” which are not so

clearly expressed or expected, are hidden in the project

to arise at a suitable opportunity and need to be readily

recognised and incorporated / believed.

PROMPT!

Prompt : when people talk about the Triple Bottom

Line or Five Principles do they get into the detail to

make meaningful and clear contributions to your

project or are they just providing generalisations?

Thirdly, there are “extra benefits” which are not expected

at all and may arise from changes of personnel,

circumstances or sourcing. Extra benefits need to be

handled with discretion to make sure they are real and

deliverable and may need to be kept back to offset any

“lost benefits.”

Generally sustainability benefits do not arrive

automatically, they require attention, they need nurturing,

they need to be “harvested.”

Figure 6. The Five Principles of Sustainable Development proposed by the Sustainable Development Commission
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Intervention 4 (cont’d)
– Benefits – And Triple Bottom Lines (And Five Principles)

The Bigger Picture:

Carbon Trading and Offsetting

Carbon trading and offsetting is something that

may come up on projects.  They are not the same

thing.

Carbon trading is fundamentally about avoiding

and reducing emissions of greenhouse gasses – by

providing limits to certain industries and companies

on their emissions.  If the cap is to be exceeded

then a limited number of permits are available to

purchase and are traded on a market.

Offsetting is fundamentally about doing good

somewhere else to offset against poor performance

at home – and can include carbon trading as above

but also specific schemes and initiatives which are

outside the remit of the market. (Personal offsetting

for air travel is an example.)

The pros for these schemes may include:

� they bring focus to carbon emissions and

greenness of organisations,

� they encourage organisations to consider and

attach carbon emissions – or to be taxed by

having to buy permits,

� they encourage research and development for

low carbon initiatives to serve the needs of

industry and commerce and so stay within

limits.

� they provide finance for developing countries

to undertake low carbon activities thus helping

their growth and prosperity – without the

negative environmental effects that probably

would otherwise occur from such

development.

The cons of the scheme may include:

� the markets are imperfect and focus on

trading rather than avoidance,

� there are too many permits and the trading

prices are too low,

� therefore it is possible for companies to more

or less carry on as before for a relatively small

premium,

� thus “the worse polluters can simply pay to go

on blackening the sky until the coal runs out.”,

� alternatively these schemes have been

compared to “wantonly trashing a hotel room,

paying for the damage and believing everything

is okay.”

As with all such market-based schemes there are

traders who know the market and play the market –

some of which can be unsavoury – “a scam with a

skim.”  Also polluters can build up credits in

depressed times to be ready to go with better times

when manufacturing and production increases – as

will their pollution outputs accordingly.

Consequently in the context of projects and

programmes carbon trading and offsetting might be

considered:

� a last option when all other carbon emission

considerations have been investigated and

applied,

� carefully,

� with trusted advisors,

� and monitored to see that it is really working.

Offsetting can be a creative process which picks up

on themes close to the customers’ own specialisms

or the project themes. For example a client with

spare land could offset by planting and harvesting

trees or biomass; a project with I.T. aspects could

provide and support I.T. products and expertise into

developing countries; programmes for schools could

provide education buildings and support in parts of

the world that need these facilities; a socially aware

organisation could provide funds, or their products

or services for disaster relief.
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Comparisons and benchmarking are taking place

consciously and unconsciously on all projects and

programmes all the time. In something like sustainability,

benchmarking is a curious and complex activity.

Conventionally benchmarking is predominantly looking

backwards or sideways. Yet much of the sustainability

agenda is looking to the future. There is much innovation

taking place with first, second and third generations of

technologies making them cheaper, more effective, more

universal – or not.

Benchmarking might be defined as:

“searching for measurable comparisons.”

This searching could be on the lines of:

� whole projects with general sustainability features,

� projects with specific sustainability attributes,

� isolated sustainability items, products or systems.

In all cases one is searching for relevance to the project in

question rather than of general interest; unless wider

reference data and experience is being sought – when

material of general interest is perfectly fine.

Sources of benchmarking material, starting close to

home, include:

� ask the current team – past experience, present

contacts, ongoing connections, future directions,

� similar or contrasting projects by others – past,

dormant, or currently live and ongoing,

� corporate archives,

� prime and general contractors,

� specialist trade contractors and suppliers,

� conferences and exhibitions,

� media material – see Appendix E,

� internet connections – see Appendix F,

� competitors – find out what they are doing.

INTERVENTION 5 – BENCHMARKING

The benchmarking targets need to be decided between:

� good practice and best practice,

� proven and cutting edge,

� dry text or eye-to-eye contact,

� average and exceptional,

� readily available data and specific research,

� anecdotal and statistical,

� within budget or stretching budget,

� established and next generation(s),

� production runs or prototypes.

In undertaking general benchmarking it is important to

ascertain what went well – but could have gone even

better; and what went wrong and would it have gone

better (or not) in other circumstances. This equally applies

to sustainability benchmarking where context, cost,

competition, alternatives and familiarity all come into

play.

Industrialisation and city living are the PROBLEM!

OR

Dense, urban communities are the SOLUTION!

In 2009 for the first time over half the world

population lived in urban rather than rural locations.
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In terms of looking ahead for new or improved materials,

systems or applications, then observing the United States

may be appropriate since the American Recovery and

Reinvestment Act 2009 placed $150 billion into research

and development much with sustainability targets. Thus it

is probable that new approaches will be provided in

coming years on such matters as: smart grids, energy

efficiency, renewable energy, electrical transmission,

carbon capture, electric vehicles, etc.. Such technologies

may also come out of Japan, China or Europe – such as

the achievements of the German and Spanish housing

sectors, or what Japan’s energy conservation is achieving

with few indigenous fuel sources and rising prices.

An interesting benchmarking exercise worldwide for

housing has been produced by NHBC Foundation, Zero

Carbon Hub and PRP with their “Zero Carbon

Compendium” covering fifteen countries and seven

themes; also containing an interesting collection of

sources of information as statistics, climate data and

general references.

Internet Sourcing of benchmarking can include visiting

the websites offered in Appendix G.

Also consider environmental KPI’s (Key Performance

Indicators) as part of project or programme KPI’s.

Also consider personal achievements of environmental

KPI’s linked to remuneration / bonuses.

Also consider future proofing.

Anecdote:

Mixed Messages

There has been a surge of new and refurbished

school accommodation including academies in the

UK. Most of the academies have a theme – art,

science, music, sport, etc.; often to suit the interests

of the major sponsor supporting the academy. In

this instance a successful local businessman with an

international business supported an environmental

approach which was being adopted for the

conversion capital works, the operational approach

and the educational curricula.

The businessman sponsor would make regular visits

to the site of the academy about 15 miles from his

head office – occasionally in his helicopter!

There were good logistical reasons for the

helicopter to fit in site visits combined with business

activities. However, it is also good to be consistent

or at least appear to be consistent with the project

aspirations to obtain buy-in from others, not create

adverse comments, publicity or embarrassment.

Overview

It is beneficial to be seen to be “walking the walk”

as well as “talking the talk.”

Intervention 5 (cont’d)
– Benchmarking

The Bigger Picture:

Cosmic Calendar

“If we compress the entire 4,567,000,000 years of

Earth history into a single calendar year – the

cosmic calendar – then one day becomes 12.5

million years, a minute accounts for 8,680 years and

a single second for 145 years.”

Foley and Lelieveld
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The problems with Standards within projects and

programmes is ascertaining which ones need to be

expressed and which can be assumed. Which are

mandatory and which are optional? Also which grades or

interpretations should be adopted from within a

standard? This is complicated by the introduction of new

standards and changes or upgrades in existing standards.

Certainly these all apply to standards involving

sustainability and the environment. This all sounds like an

important role for the managers of projects.

Detailed knowledge of standards and their tactical

application is the role of the relevant team members –

not the managers. So here is an outline list of some

sources and some regulations and standards with notes

(without going into detail) which may be of interest to

managers:

INTERVENTION 6 – STANDARDS AND LEGISLATION

1. ENVIRONMENTAL LAW – general guidance from the

Environmental Agencies on current and future

environmental law for small and medium-sized

businesses is provided on www.netregs.gov.uk

Topics are grouped by business types and

environmental topics such as Emissions and

Discharges, Waste, Hazardous Substances,

Nuisances, Permits and Licences, Wildlife and the

Environment, Resource Efficiency:

2. IS0 14001 Environmental Management

3. BS 8555 STEMS Guidance to the phased

implementation of an environmental management

system including the use of environmental

performance indicators.

4. BS 8901 Sustainability Management Systems for

Events

5. BREEAM – BRE Environmental Assessment Method

by Building Research Establishment on

www.breeam.org

6. LEED – Leadership in Energy and Environmental

Design by U.S. Green Build Council on

www.usgbc.org

7. Code for Sustainable Homes at

www.communities.gov.uk

8. WEEE – Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment

9. EPEAT – Electronic Product Environmental

Assessment Tool by the Green Electronics Council

10. Land Fill Tax – explained on www.defra.gov.uk

11. The Site Waste Management Plan Regulations 2008

12. CRC (Carbon Reduction Commitment) Energy

Efficiency Legislation 2010 – for organisations who

consumed more than 6,000 megawatt hours of half-

hourly metered electricity in 2008

13. Building Regulations Parts L and F

14. Energy Performance Certificates (EPCs)

15. European Performance of Buildings Directive

EPBD11

16. Environmental Protection Act 1990

17. Contaminated Land Regulations 2006

18. Climate Change Act

19. EU 2020 Integrated Guidelines

20. Energy Labelling Directive

Anecdote:

Signature Feature

The new shopping centre project was approaching a

critical sign off stage, was 10% over budget and

consequently unviable. Only a radical redesign of a

signature feature roof would be bold enough and

big enough to get back on budget. However,

previous attempts at value engineering of any kind

on this element had been strenuously resisted by

the designers and planners.

Yet with careful explanations, thoughtful lobbying,

sensitive design exercises, team efforts and an

environmental outlook it was possible in ten weeks

to devise a completely new agreed and approved

design which was cheaper, less complicated, quicker

to prefabricate and erect and moved from BREEAM

Very Good to Excellent and achieved complimentary

client comments.

Overview

With application it can be possible and necessary to

tackle and certainly improve the stubborn,

apparently key features on projects and

programmes.
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It is best to be assured of a good overall collective

understanding and application of “standards” by the

project team.

Not all legislation is national. There may well be

regulations, initiatives and guidance introduced by

councils on such matters as waste schemes, planning

conditions, employment policies.

There is some possible confusion between Environmental

Management Systems (EMS) and Environmental

Management Structures (EMS again). The first might be

considered to be the “what” and the second to be the

“who by.”

Not all regulations are arriving promptly. Sometimes, for

example in Part L Building Regulations, the launch can be

delayed.

One of the standards to be achieved is “zero carbon”. A

more realistic target is “net zero carbon” where a facility

can generate as much energy as it consumes through

ultra efficient technologies and then some back feed of

on-site power generation. Carbon offsetting does not

really achieve zero carbon.

Some of these standards are quite complex and

multilayered – notably BREEAM type methods. To achieve

“Very Good” or “Excellent” ratings will require particular

efforts and determination for each criteria by a range of

team members from the start and over an extended

period. This will require specific management, allocation

of tasks, collection of evidence and monitoring of

achievements.  Price and Myers Consulting Engineers

have produced a suitable tracker system for their projects

– as enclosed figure – and to which other legislation,

planning conditions, etc. can be added.

At a global level there are standards and guidance such

as:

� United Nations Millennium Development Goals

- including Section 7 Environmental

Sustainability with targets of:

1. Integrate the principles of sustainable

development into country policies and

programmes and reverse the loss of

environmental resources,

2. Reduce biodiversity loss, achieving, by 2010, a

significant reduction in the rate of loss,

3. Halve, by 2015, the proportion of the

population without sustainable access to safe

drinking water and basic sanitation,

4. By 2020, to have achieved a significant

improvement in the lives of at least 100 million

slum dwellers.

(The latest reviews show that all of these targets are

challenging, some will not make it and others are

going backwards – but there are some good

examples of successful efforts and achievements.)

� United Nations Global Compact Leaders Summit

2010

- notably the outputs of the business

participants where they are endorsing matters

such as:

- the need for responsibility and leadership,

- the “Blueprint for Corporate Sustainability

Leadership,”

- the guide on “Supply Chain Sustainability,”

- the “Principles for Social Investment” notably

on philanthropic contributions,

- the “Principles for Responsible Investment.”

� The Equator Principles

- a financial industry benchmark for

determining, assessing and managing social

and environmental risk in project financing.

Dilemma: Is it time to stop?

Stop and change direction?

(See Brundtland in 1987, Kyoto, Rio,

Copenhagen, etc.)

Intervention 6 (cont’d)
– Standards and Legislation
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The Bigger Picture:

Project Insurances

Insurances are important on projects.

The insurance industry is a specialist area.  Managers of projects cannot be expected to know all the ins and outs

of policies and how the industry interprets trends and protects itself – notably in changing circumstances.

Consequently it is appropriate for the managers of projects to ensure that the insurance arrangements provided

by project participants and taken out for the project itself are appropriate.

This may be done by selecting, briefing and quizzing insurance advisors, brokers or companies on the merits and

costs of risk clauses and premiums related to environmental aspects.

Examples of insurance mitigation will be identified through risk assessment and might include say:

� Direct or indirect effects of climate change and extreme weather on deliveries or works,

� Increased chances of flooding by particularly heavy rainfall, ground water, surplus surface water / water

course failures,

� Single source supply situations.

Naturally other sources of risk mitigation may also be available:

- to avoid, reduce, transfer, accept threats

- as well as insurance which is one of the transfer options.

Figure 7. BREEAM Tracker by Price and Myers
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Specifically it is possible to prepare design information

which is specifically orientated to sustainability solutions.

For example:

� a resource use diagram

- this might show the amounts, mediums,

sources of energy that might go into a

completed project and the amounts and

mediums that might be emitted and where.

There may be variations for standby /

operational or for seasonal conditions.

� a waste flow chart

- this might show the sources and quantities of

potential waste and how they are to be

collected, handled, stored, processed, recycled

and disposed of.

Managers can work in conjunction with designers on

good practice sustainable design by identifying

appropriate guidance. For example for construction

projects they could jointly consult or reference “Design

detailing for materials resource efficiency” by WRAP.

This Design Stage is the time not just to design in reuse

and recycling but to “Design out Waste” in the first place.

This section is all about design but it is not for designers,

it is for managers – who should not be doing the design

but need to be assured and confident that the designs

incorporate appropriate sustainability and environmental

considerations.

Basically this is about checking designs against

requirements, regulations and good practice – by

designers, by managers and by third parties.

So going into design stages / activities managers have a

role:

� to provide the sustainability requirements within the

brief (see Intervention 2),

� to establish good practice by benchmarking (see

Intervention 5).

� to identify the regulations and standards to be

adopted (see Intervention 6),

� to make these requirements comprehensive, reliable,

appropriate and stable to avoid ongoing or later

change during the project life cycle – recognising

that iteration may and should take place as the

designers interrogate the requirements and address

options for design solutions.

And so coming out of design stages / activities

sustainability aspects within drafts and final designs can

be commented upon, checked or verified by:

� the originators of the designs – verifying they have

checked and complied with stated requirements (or

have been unable to or have exceeded),

� other team members who have knowledge,

expertise and interest in the sustainable aspects,

� asking specialists in sustainability in design aspects

for comments,

� seeking specialists to review, audit or check designs

for sustainability (against the project requirements,

regulations and defined good practice – rather than

just their own views, prejudices or hobby horses),

� statutory checking – such as Building regs, town

planning conditions, etc.

� the client or end users or user groups or

representatives confirming the designs are in line

with their sustainability needs and expectations – as

previously provided as requirements within the brief.

INTERVENTION 7 – SUSTAINABILITY IN DESIGNS

Another 2050 Cold Snap in:

a) Moscow?

b) Barcelona?

c) Kuala Lumpur?
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Anecdote:

The Surprise Visitor

At a university the procedure for handing over

projects was well established and understood by

most parties.

The project teams had their work cut out to achieve

satisfactory standards of completion, testing,

commissioning and handover documentation.

Contractual completions were kept separate from

handovers to end users and operational parties. In

the weeks leading up to handover the end users

would become familiar with the facilities and

confirm they fulfilled their (stated) requirements.

Also the operational people – facilities

management, cleaning, maintenance, security –

would confirm that the arrangements are suitable

for their purposes.

A formal handover meeting would take place –

which usually subject to clarifications, resolutions

and undertakings would be successfully concluded

– with a small celebration.

So imagine the consternation when a new face

surprisingly turns up for the design and build

package handover meeting – who turns out to be a

very recently appointed “Energy Officer” and

proceeds to be very critical of the brief, design and

execution of the project whilst quoting regulations,

criteria and science which are unheard of by the

team. In this case it took longer to achieve

consensus and some retrofit adjustments were

implemented.

Overview

Ensure that sustainability is addressed at all project

gateway reviews but be vigilant and do not be

caught out if new approaches and new people

arrive during the project life cycle. Is this a risk item?
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Sustainability requirements, environmental standards and

green needs are tricky things in specifications. With

tender and works documentation attention can be

concentrated on graphical design information, contract

particulars and pricing documents – written specifications

should be present but can take a back seat.

And yet this can be a vital area to get the sustainability

message across – compared with the other mediums. At

one end the message can be non-existent with no stated

requirements; at the other end there can be overstating

as in “gold plating” clauses (which ask for more than is

reasonably required or represents good value); in

between there can be difficulties of inconsistencies and

contradictions.

In some cases the people producing specifications are at

the periphery of the project team and project activities. It

is wise to ensure they are informed on the sustainability

aspects of the brief or statement of requirements. This

may be specific communication on sustainability because

of its importance, originality or novelty or part of a

general approach to required performance and quality.

[There is an interesting general paper on “Icarus

predicament : Managing the pathologies of over-

specification and over-design” by A. Coman and B. Ronan

in International Journal of Project Management Volume

28 Issue 3 2010 p 237-44].

Difficulties in checking, cross checking and synchronising

tender documentation including specifications include

problems of concurrent availability of all of the

information. To overcome this sufficient time should be

allowed in programmes for these processes and dealing

with the consequences of any matters arising or gaps

identified.

The methods of checking specifications for sustainability

are similar to those for Design (see Intervention 7) – by

originators, by other team members, by specialist

providers, by specialists as reviewers.

INTERVENTION 8 – SUSTAINABILITY IN SPECIFICATIONS

In general terms in checking for sustainability

specifications one is looking to minimise negative

features so as to:

� conserve energy or avoid wasting energy in

processing and manufacturing,

� conserve natural resources in natural formats,

� conserve materials by not over-selecting or over-

layering or over-specifying,

� avoiding toxicity to humans and to nature in

manufacturing, in assembly and on completion,

� incorporate recycled content,

� maximise recycling opportunities for disassemblies

and recyclability.

The strategy for much specification writing has changed:

� rather than specifying the equipment the capability

of the equipment is specified,

� instead of specifying a product or a system the

performance of the product or system is specified,

� similarly for outcomes rather than outputs,

� customers do not want a generator they want “a

reliable source of energy,”

� services rather than products.

Similarly this change of approach can be applied to

stating sustainability requirements and environmental

needs.
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Preliminaries clauses provide important common

information related to all aspects of a project to support

the trade, section or item specifications. In preliminaries it

is possible to cover sustainable aspects with suitable

clauses on:

� protection requirements – of goods and installations

– so there is no loss through weather, damage or

neglect requiring replacement or reworking or over-

ordering or resulting in loss of performance,

optimum duration or warranties,

� tolerances  requirements – appropriate individual

and cumulative tolerances to achieve getting it

right-first-time, avoiding reworking, avoid gaps for

air leakage, providing for ready refurbishment or

disassembly,

� sequencing requirements – specifying or

recommended sequencing to optimise durations

and relationships between activities, minimise

temporary works, minimise on-site activities,

� programme duration – an optimum duration that

allows sufficient time for optimum procurement,

sourcing, assembly and installation without undue

costs, waste, urgency,

� samples, trials and prototypes – a full list of all such

inspection items and assemblies with sufficient

clarity, in sufficient time, including products with

sustainability contributions to ensure that what is

required is being shown to be provided,

� training, education and demonstrations – many of

the benefits of sustainability features will only be

delivered by the users when in use – it is important

that they are suitably informed and encouraged by

the designers, contractors and suppliers of the goods,

� spares and surplus materials – spelling out needs in

this area will get the completed project on the right

tracks,

� handover documentation – decent, clear, prompt

documentation in suitable formats – digital and / or

hard copy with help desk facilities to assist

environmental achievement.

� waste, packing and packaging – clauses appropriate

to the project can help to get the sustainability

message across,

� an environmental checklist for Preliminaries /

General Conditions (any many other aspects) is

available on www.greenspec.co.uk

Usually preliminaries are not individually priceable which

means it can be difficult to apply financial pressure when

such products or services are not being satisfactorily

provided. Options to overcome this include:

� select appropriate items so that they are individually

priceable. This will draw the tenderers’ attention to

the item and the price provided will indicate their

understanding of and commitment to the

requirement,

� alternatively a suitable provisional sum could be

incorporated into the tender enquiry; to be released

and expanded only when the topic has suitable

focus and is receiving appropriate attention.

Materials and Workmanship clauses are frequently used

in many specifications. It is common practice to replicate

from established standardised sources or to plagiarise

previous efforts to suit current situations. Sustainability is

moving quickly so it is worthwhile to check the origins

and dates of base materials to ascertain if they are

relatively up-to-date and even then to think ahead.

Avoiding Deleterious Materials is an important

environmental aspiration for health and safety reasons.

Up-to-date institutional lists are available and can be

referenced as good practice rather than listing individual

products. The list of deleterious materials, products and

waste continues to grow as may be seen in concerns on

the recoverability of refrigerant gasses, chemicals in

batteries, metals in printed circuit boards, etc.

[There is an interesting book from RICS on this theme by

Trevor Rushton “Investigating Hazardous and Deleterious

Building Materials.”]

Inspiration and guidance in this area might be found from:

� Sustainable sourcing,

� Timber from sustainable sources,

� Standard Specification for Sustainable Products.

Industries vary considerably in their waste avoidance

situations. For example in aerospace and electronics they

require Rare Earth metals where as may be expected very

large volumes of waste are created to provide small

volumes of material. So any reduction of requirements of

final products can have great benefits up the line.

Similarly saving and recycling of such valuable materials

are to be commended and have greater impact than for

low waste sourcing.
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References for products to be installed “in accordance

with Manufacturers’ Instructions” are worth checking

out by the specifiers to see that such instructions do

adequately convey the required sustainability approach.

It is possible to enhance, modify or comment on the

manufacturers’ instructions within the specification. But it

may be wise to check that such modifications are

supported or at least tolerated by the manufacturer.

Checking of specification sections of materials and

workmanship for sustainability – by the team, rather than

the managers, can be undertaken along similar lines to

checking the designs and specifications for sustainability

as Interventions 7 and 8.

Anecdote:

The Sheep Solution

In this case the developer / future occupier of the

properties had extensive agricultural investments

and interests and had expressed a strong desire for

some of their products to be incorporated in the

premises as building materials.

Of particular interest was the possibility of using

sheep’s wool for thermal insulation in wall cavities

and roof voids.

The team looked into this idea but despite

considerable efforts, trials and research they found

they could not recommend it for performance,

overall financial cost-in-use and longer term

reasons – in this instance.

However, as a consequence of the enquiries it was

realised that the wool could be used in carpet

manufacture – and this was successfully adopted

and undertaken to all parties’ satisfaction – as well

as a number of other agriculturally linked good

ideas and innovations.

Overview

If the team can address the Why? and How? as well

as the What? they are more likely to come up with

suitable solutions.

Intervention 8 (cont’d)
– Sustainability in Specifications
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Sequencings of projects within programmes are a

fundamental responsibility of managers of programmes.

Similarly sequencing within individual projects can make

a considerable impact on success of projects or perceived

success. In both cases sequencing decisions now have

sustainability dimensions.

Quite often the sequencing and stages of a programme

or project appear to be pre-determined possibly as part

of the original scope or definition or because “it is always

done this way”. Therefore it may take real courage for the

managers of the programmes and projects to question

the sequencing or phasing to seek a better solution –

with sustainable primary or secondary benefits and

amelioration of previous disadvantages.

Outline examples of sequencing considerations with

sustainability features include such:

� Offsite fabrication rather than onsite micro assembly

� with possible sustainability advantages of less

waste, reduced delivery costs, better use of

resources, opportunities to increase labour

skills, opportunities for job creation in poorer

locations, economies of mass production. This

might include toilet pods from Poland or

prepared green beans from Kenya or precast

concrete unit manufacturing close to

destination.

� High volume energy conservation retrofits of

domestic and non domestic premises.

� with initiatives to save energy with the existing

public and private stock of properties and

premises to reduce carbon emissions there are

some interesting sequencing challenges and

opportunities. Trials, tests, prototypes leading

to pilot schemes are required before moving

into phased implementation. Similarly

progressive training of an effective, motivated

work force needs to be undertaken in stages.

Also the provision of effective materials at

lowest cost from sustainable sources in the

quantities required will be an ongoing

sequence of step ups and step forwards.

� Show floor, show suites and rip outs

� there has been a history of show floors / suites

/ houses in the construction / property

industry and prototypes in many other

INTERVENTION 9 – SEQUENCING FOR SUSTAINABILITY

industries being trashed and put in the skip

when no longer required.  Also it is most

embarrassing and wasteful when a perfectly

functional (landlord) installation is ditched and

replaced with similar (tenant / occupier)

components. This is environmentally (as well as

financially) inappropriate and largely a result of

ill considered sequencing. Solutions including

improved definitions, clearer demarcations,

better explanations, smaller demonstration

units, computer generated images over

physical installations, reuse of items, return of

components, recycling of materials, donations

to charities.

� Preparatory and enabling works

o by separating the preparatory / enabling works

it is possible to refine the main works to reflect

what has been opened up, discovered and

resolved. Also there is more time to tackle the

complications which can arise without the main

project breathing down its neck. Preparatory

and enabling works are also a form of

environmental risk mitigation.

� Directions of works

� directions of works includes North to South,

top to bottom, near to far, front to back, large

to small. They all have sustainability

implications. The best way to test them is to

reverse the direction and to see – if that is

more sustainable – or if a third or other

permutations are better.

� Temporary Works

� that provide facilities while waiting for main

works

� that deal with environmental emergencies

� that enable structures to be reconfigured to

optimise their refurbishment and reuse.

� Infrastructure investment

� not too much / not too little.

� Public, stakeholder or neighbour benefit

� timing of delivery – early, late, mixed, phased

� Masterplans, Master programmes

� with phasing to achieve islands of achievement
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� Contingent planning and provisions

o are they really required? What is the optimum?

What is the risk?

o standby facilities, duplication at change overs,

o standby generation continuity systems,

o alternative power sources,

o disaster recovery plans and provisions

� Flexibility for future / Future Proofing

o sequence of use,

o change of use,

o refit, retrofit, decommissioning, disposal

� Project plans of work

o stop projects when they are not required or not

viable,

o avoid wasting resources, effort, talent, money,

good will – all in precious short supply.

Anecdote:

Alternatives with Sustainable
Credentials

A major mixed-use urban development

incorporated retail, commercial offices, a theatre,

public space and, under a Town Planning Section

106 Agreement, a replacement 2 star hotel.

Following extensive thinking, discussions and

negotiations it was resolved that it would be in the

public interest and optimise the development mix

by omitting the 2 star hotel and to provide a

Hydrogen Fuel Cell to serve all the accommodation.

The trick now was to find a suitable, proven,

hydrogen fuel cell, which had a large capacity, from

a reputable source, with appropriate warranties and

ongoing support, servicing and maintenance.

What was seen to be a sensible sustainable solution

now provided a range of cutting edge challenges

compared with a relatively predictable 2 star hotel!

Overview

New and innovative sustainability can be stimulated

by regulations, legislation, negotiation, taxation and

grants – but needs good managers to be on the

case, put in the appropriate effort and then deliver

the goods.

PROMPT!

Prompt : ask people if there is a better sequence of

doing things that would be more sustainable.

Are bees endangered?

OR

Would it make any difference?

Q. How does weather and climate affect biodiversity

which impacts on the food chain?

Biodiversity Checklist

� protect wildlife

� encourage green spaces

� halt loss of habitats

� and the biodiversity that depends on them

Intervention 9 (cont’d)
– Sequencing For Sustainability
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Without change there would be no projects. We would

be stuck in a status quo of business-as-usual and

Groundhog Day; actually with progressive decline.

So thank goodness for change otherwise there would be

few capital projects and programmes. But out-of-stage

change can be inconvenient during projects and

programmes so we introduce Change Control Systems

and procedures. The APM Body of Knowledge 6th Edition

3.5 defines Change Control as “the process that ensures

that all changes made to a project’s baselined scope,

time, cost and quality objectives or agreed benefits are

identified, evaluated, approved, rejected or deferred.”

It is not clear if the sustainability aspects might be

objectives or agreed benefits or both in this context.

However, it is important that if sustainability is a key

aspect of the project then it is used as a criteria when

addressing potential changes – in addition to scope, time,

cost, quality or performance objectives or agreed

benefits.

If there are standardised Change Request Forms or

Change Evaluation Checklists then where appropriate

there should be sections for sustainability aspects. This

will also allow any secondary, knock-on effect to be

recognised and addressed which might for example

detrimentally affect a targeted sustainability performance

or BREEAM type assessment / accreditation score.

Of course change can be used to improve sustainability

on projects for example: to increase the number and type

of utility service meters to improve energy management;

or to increase the number of mature trees to be planted

to improve the biodiversity earlier than before.

New sustainability ideas, initiatives and regulations are

arriving all the time. If the project is live and the idea

sounds interesting then it should be processed through

the established Change Control System.  If it has positive

attributes on the triple bottom line  or five principles (see

Intervention 4) or on cost-in-use it has to stand a good

chance of adoption. Also the idea can be assessed

against the planned sustainability targets within any

tracker systems that may have been set up – for example

see Intervention 6 for Price and Myers method – to

ensure scores will still be achieved.

INTERVENTION 10 – CHANGE CONTROL AND SUSTAINABILITY

See what punitive congestion charging can

achieve!
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The Bigger Picture: The BIG Change

AND THEN there may be the BIG CHANGE in environmental terms! This is when climate change does not stabilise

and does not adopt a steady progression across the centuries and decades through relatively small ups and

downs. Instead of corrective climate adjustments there will be something called positive feedback when the pace

of change gets quicker and only goes one way as a self perpetuating and destructive chain reaction.  There is a

tipping point or relatively short tipping period and everything will get hotter and drier rather than just warmer.

The CO
2
 in the atmosphere will be in excess of a nice target of 350ppm.

Using the triple bottom line headings across the world and in communities; socially there will be unemployment,

strikes, skills shortages (of life skills and citizenship), collapse of public services, pandemics, health problems and

deaths, disruption, warfare and civil unrest. Economically there will be financial crisis, credit crunches, peak oil,

market and currency collapses, loss of credit, debt problems, inflation, no insurance. Environmentally there will be

carbon crunches, energy challenges, calamities, extremes, pollution, continuing emissions, irreversible

environmental damage. The chemistries of the air in the atmosphere and the water in the oceans may change

becoming acidic.

It will be a new, dry, hot world and a bit of a DISASTER. It seems it might just go this way.

At such a time there will be major reviews of projects, portfolios and programmes which will be classified as:

� those to be completed in full – probably relatively few but critical because they deal with the emergency and

can be completed,

� those to be significantly reduced or extended in time terms to suit limited resources,

� those to be suspended for the short and medium term until the situation stabilises – which it might not,

� those which are abandoned and will never be resurrected in their current form.

� there will also be new projects and programmes to deal with the crisis which will need dynamic, focussed,

reliable managers and team members to define, lead and deliver.

As this menace becomes a reality, and probably before, it will become the norm for managers of portfolios and

programmes to consider, analyse and monitor their projects against these criteria in order to be able to advise

and act promptly and precisely. This will be through a combination of risk management, business continuity

strategies and gateway reviews.

The BIG CHANGE will impact in different ways in different latitudes, countries and communities. The U.K. has

some advantages – it is an island with temperate climate, reasonable altitude, diverse geography, agricultural

land, natural resources, relatively sophisticated population. The UK will need to retain and maximise these

features – which might make it appear to be a relatively “safe haven” in globally distressing circumstances.

Consequently there may be a range of unprecedented projects to transport, receive, accommodate, and probably

control and resist, environmental migrants from less advantaged locations. There will be restriction and rationing

projects for fuel, energy and food. There will be transport and traffic controls. Now the crisis is getting really

serious – but there are still demands and opportunities for good managers!

Even if the BIG CHANGE is not so sudden but it is seen to be progressive and inevitable then there may be some

major step changes in society – such as to deal with food needs for a growing population with diminishing stocks

(e.g. fish). There could be a ban on pets and livestock, compulsory vegetarian diets, bio chemical food

production, fitness regimes – it sounds rather Orwellian. It is the hypothesis proposed by James Lovelock

concerning Gaia……

Alternatively there is the option to be an environmental optimist – to believe there will be a miracle cure or silver

bullet solution – such as clean bio fuel energy from algae which will rectify current difficulties and remedy the

back-log without any significant need for social change or disruption……

Let’s move on to the Delivery Stage of projects……
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The delivery stage is the stage of “the Works”, when the

main outputs will be provided and usually starts with the

placing of major orders and confirmations to proceed.

There should be no going back from now on and

changes should be strictly controlled otherwise they may

be disproportionally disruptive and expensive.

For managers of projects this should be the stage that

they see the project manifest itself from the firm

foundations that have been laid in previous stages. And

so it is also with the aspects of sustainability, the

environment and green issues. These will be manifested

in:

a) how the project is being delivered in sustainability

terms, during the Delivery stage

b) what sustainability features it will have at handover /

completion for its period of usage.

For most projects it is recommended that there are early

and effective kick off meetings or a series of meetings at

the beginning of the Delivery stage – basically to ensure

everything is in order and all parties are suitably aware of

their contributions and committed to their responsibilities.

There can be a hurly burly of tendering, retendering,

negotiating, placing orders, preparations, mobilisations,

commencing work with confidence and authority – which

can extend into the Delivery stage itself.  It is possible

that the sustainability requirements can be subsumed

into the growing mounds of activity and administration.

Therefore it is up to the managers of the projects to

decide how the sustainability aspects are to be addressed

in the kick off meetings – and thereafter.

There are choices of:

� part of general kick off meetings,

� specific reviews of sustainability aspects,

� part of inductions of management and staff joining

the project,

INTERVENTION 11 – DELIVERY STAGE

� part of the signage and display at the places of

work,

� part of the orders to suppliers,

� part of the contributory and final regular reporting

processes.

There can also be a role for the managers – or delegated

to sustainability managers – to review all the

sustainability aspects of the project. This is to ensure that

they are whole, complete, relevant, complimentary,

understandable and achievable. If there are gaps or

contradictions then they can be addressed and remedied

– sooner rather than later. The role of sustainability

managers is explored in Appendix A Green Jobs in a

Green Economy.

Arrangements for monitoring, measuring and reporting

of sustainability achievements can be confirmed. If there

are Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) they can be

verified. If there are to be dashboard reports they can

incorporate sustainability.

It is possible, or even likely, that not all sustainability

aspects will be fully resolved when the delivery stage gets

underway.  There may still be sustainability technology as

individual products or as operational systems which are in

development and need to be proved and tested.  There

may still be method statements awaited on how the

works are to be installed and commissioned which

involve sustainability features. These need arrangements

to plot, plan and manage their provisions and resolutions.

It is better to establish the formats of regular reports at

the beginning – rather than leave them to be developed

through the project duration. Thus if sustainability

achievements are important, critical aspects of the project

then they should be monitored and reported in a similar

manner to other important critical aspects such as

budget, earned value, progress against programme,

quality issues, risk topics, health and safety performance,

etc..

PROMPT!

Prompt : Who are the active members of the

Sustainability Steering Group at this stage?
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PROMPT!

Prompt : Are the sustainability features of this

project being delivered more efficiently, reliably and

reassuredly than the previous project? Are 80% of

the returns coming from 20% of the efforts? Why is

this? – directions from managers, confidence of

team, familiarity with issues, better supply chains,

improved technology, more reliable products? Know

the reasons.

However, it is important to recognise the difference

between the sustainability requirements of:

a) how the project is delivered, and

b) what sustainability features it will have at handover/

completion and thereafter.

In the how situation there are aspects of sustainable

sourcing, avoiding waste, sequencing efficiencies,

material miles and deliveries, temporary works and

arrangements, embodied energy.

In the what situation there are aspects of energy

consumption in use, carbon footprint in use, adaptability,

disposability.

One may lead to the other.

For example, in construction the energy consumption of

a building in its lifetime can be over ten times the energy

used in its construction. Therefore it is more appropriate

to concentrate on completing a low-carbon-in-use final

product then on its production process – although still

deserving of attention. However, when it is felt that all the

life time achievements have been squeezed and trimmed

to the bone – then attention will refocus on the

production process efficiencies and costs.

Other industries or sectors may have different or even

reverse arrangements

e.g. retail food where there is original natural produce

whose carbon footprint is accelerated by the “works”

stages of harvesting, processing, packaging and

transporting, through to (short period of) consumption.

Specifically for construction there is “Carbon: reducing

the footprint of the construction process – of July 2010 –

an action plan to reduce carbon emissions” by the

Strategic Forum for Construction and the Carbon Trust.

This is part of the Strategy for Sustainable Outputs. It

contains practical generic and individual advice. It needs

considering before the delivery stage itself – much earlier.

Overall the delivery stage is the time for managers of

projects to be most vigilant to ensure that:

� The good intentions of earlier stages are

implemented,

� “The goods are delivered,”

� Inevitable changes still have sustainability criteria

(see Intervention 10),

� Any changes of regulations, environmental fashion,

improved technology, stakeholder viewpoints are

monitored, addressed and suitably considered,

� Any hidden or additional environmental benefits are

recognised and adopted including ongoing balance

between financial, social and environmental

attributes as well as people, planet and profit, or the

Five Principles (Intervention 4),

� There remains a living sustainability consciousness

or memory for the project which remembers the

strategic goals when the tactics get busy.

Overcrowding – is everyone looking to the East?

OR

What does a 9 billion population density look

like?

Intervention 11 (cont’d)
– Delivery Stage
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Anecdote:

Global Sourcing

A specialist piece of renewable energy equipment

had been identified for a UK project. A limited

number of sources from round the world were

identified for this relatively novel and innovative

piece of kit; from Japan, USA and Germany with UK

links. A comparative technical analysis identified

that it was difficult to obtain comparable data on

each to readily compare on a like for like basis.

Also the USA manufacturer had no support systems

for installation or maintenance in UK and Europe –

which caused concern.

The Japanese manufacturer did have European

representatives for their other products but this

range had not been produced or tested to

European standards as it was relatively new and not

being prepared for a non-domestic market at this

stage.

The German manufacturer certainly did not like the

proposed contract form and warranties.

Overview

In selecting sustainable products, systems and

services it is not just the environmental aspects that

need to be considered and addressed. There are

contractual, legal and cultural considerations as well.

The Bigger Picture:

Sustainability in Context

There are a lot of problems facing the world.

Sustainability is certainly one, a very important and

critical one – but certainly not the only one. There are

other issues to be considered and managed also.

For example here in brief are the six Construction

Commitments available from the Strategic Forum

for Construction; a full version is available from their

website www.strategicforum.org.uk

Procurement and Integration

A successful procurement policy requires ethical

sourcing, enables best value to be achieved and

encourages the early involvement of the supply

chain. An integrated project team works together to

achieve the best possible solution in terms of

design, buildability, environmental performance and

sustainable development.

Commitment to People

Valuing people leads to a more productive and

engaged workforce, facilitates recruitment and

retention of staff and engages local communities

positively in construction projects.

Client Leadership

Client leadership is vital to the success of any

project and enables the construction industry to

perform at its best.

Sustainability

Sustainability lies at the heart of design and

construction. A sustainable approach will bring full

and lasting environmental, social and economic

benefits.

Design Quality

The design should be creative, imaginative,

sustainable and capable of meeting delivery

objectives. Quality in design and construction

utilising the best of modern methods will ensure

that the project meets the needs of all stakeholders,

both functionality and architecturally.

Health and Safety

Health and safety is integral to the success of any

project, from design and construction to

subsequent operation and maintenance.

Also as a further example of sustainability in context

there is the European Union 2020 integrated

Guidelines to achieve a “smart, sustainable and

inclusive economy” triple line with objectives

covering:

� employment,

� innovation,

� education,

� social inclusion,

� climate/energy.
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Handovers, completions (sectional, final, practical),

bringing to market, launching, return of possessions, first

flight, first editions, opening ceremonies etc. etc. are all

exciting times or they should be. For the group of project

leaders themselves there may be changes – new project

leaders may arrive as end users, occupiers, contestants,

purchasers, facility managers, staff leaders; and there may

be managers and leaders from previous stages who had

faded away and now return.

There may be a range of criteria being discussed

concerning being on time, within budget, claims and

disputes, extras, degrees of completion but when it

comes down to it, the big question is, “Is it fit for

purpose?”. This applies to whole projects or programmes

and is also eminently suitable for the sustainability

aspects. Sometimes opinion comes into it but facts and

figures are hopefully more useful and less emotive.

Consequently all the good work which hopefully was

invested in the earlier stages, as outlined in the earlier

interventions above, will now pay off. Because the top

cliché for this situation is “If you knew how to finish you

knew how to start”. The trick or technique here is to

imagine (at the earlier stages) in as much detail as

possible all the handover processes, requirements,

materials, events and participants, particular to the

sustainability aspects. And then to write them down (at

the earlier stages) and agree them so they can be put

into practice right through to and including handover.

Handovers and completions should not be thought of as

events but more as processes which have activities,

synchronisation, logic, milestones and resources. If there

are established general handover processes then the

managers can make sure the sustainability aspects are

recognised and incorporated. If there are no established

handover processes then some arrangements for the

sustainability aspects will provide a firm trunk to add

other branches.

INTERVENTION 12 – HANDOVERS

Some handover aspects with sustainability features

include:

� testing and commissioning – including certificates,

results and witnessing,

� handover documentation – including record

drawings, manufacturers’ information and

maintenance and repair guidance,

� warranties and guarantees – of products, designs

and systems,

� training of operators, occupiers and users – with

demonstrations and help desks,

� recommendations on maintenance and service

contacts, contracts and agreements,

� spare parts and surplus equipment,

� guided visits by occupiers and members of

handover boards or their designated

representatives,

� inspections and sign offs by statutory bodies and

utilities – including planning authorities, building

control, fire officers, insurance agents, utilities,

landlords, funders, key stakeholders.

BREEAM or LEED criteria should have been addressed

much earlier and their assessment, grading and

accreditation resolved well in advance of the actual

completion. The tracker systems mentioned earlier in

Interventions 6 and 10 should now be closing down while

confirming and proving the target scores.

A key target is for the parties responsible for the day to

day operational activity of the completed product or

project to be equally knowledgeable and enthusiastic

concerning the sustainability aspects in use as the base

project team. It is the role of the managers of the project

to set up arrangements to convey the knowledge and

kindle the enthusiasm.
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Anecdote:

Recycling Consistency

A large office fit-out was being undertaken and the

people responsible for the fitting-out were charged

to take a responsible approach to environmental

aspects. They included environmental criteria in

their selection of suppliers and contractors.

Specifically they selected a furniture supplier for

desks, chairs and the like who had a policy and

procedures to take back all their protective

packaging, the reuse of most aspects where

possible, to recycle other and to burn remainder in a

local combined heat and power (CHP) plant.

Imagine the dismay that occurred when the project

team received photographic images from a

disgruntled project sponsor showing packaging

overflowing from skips and blowing across the

recently planted landscaping.

But… But… But

But on investigation this surplus, discarded

packaging was from the I.T. and Comms

installations.  Clearly they did not have the same

approach or contract arrangements as the furniture

suppliers.

Overview

Policies should be applied consistently and

universally – otherwise good intentions and

achievements in one area can be readily off-set in

another area.

Sometimes at completions and handovers there are

opportunities for speeches and presentations. This may

be the time to incorporate suitable words and phrases to

recognise the contributions of the definition and delivery

teams for their environmental interests and contributions

plus to challenge the occupiers on the sustainability

opportunities of the project and to exceed its targets and

capabilities.

As a continuity of handovers there are opportunities to:

� assist and advise – on the use of the product or

facility perhaps with the need to explain again the

features and arrangements to the same people or

new people to get the messages through to the

front line,

� debug the systems – by dealing with any defects or

faults which are inhibiting planned or optimum

performance,

� fine tune – as the completed project passes through

initial cycles or applications or seasons

PROMPT!

Prompt : So, seriously, has the carbon target actually

been achieved?! 34% or more reduction of CO
2
 by

2020? Keep trying. It is not going to be easy.
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A post completion review or two sounds like a good

idea?

“Lessons learned” is a growing popular concept?

Post handover support and help desks should be the

norm?

If such matters are required then it sounds like they

should be incorporated into original appointments,

contracts, orders, etc. – so see earlier items.

Similarly the occasion of debriefing, lesson learned

reviews varies with types and sectors as above – and the

duration of review of first hour; first day; over a month;

across six months, at twelve month points, through five

year periods, etc.

Sometimes there is the opportunity to see if the project

or programme has made an impact on the policies of the

organisation – back to Intervention 1!

INTERVENTION 13 – PROJECTS IN USE

FINAL PROMPT!

Prompt : in terms of the sustainability debriefing

itself then a number of themes might be addressed:

1a. Were the Sustainability Benefits suitably

defined, broadcast and delivered?

1b. What could be done differently?

2a. Were the original Sustainability, Environmental

and Green requirements suitably incorporated

into the briefing documents, selections and

appointments?

2b. What could be done differently?

3a. Were the requirements suitably conveyed into

the designs, specifications and contract

documentation?

3b. What could be done differently?

4a. Did the installations and works incorporate the

required sustainability requirements?

4b. What could be done differently?

5a. Has the project had appropriate green

management procedures at all stages?

5b. What could be done better?

6a. Are the end users fulfilling their opportunities

and obligations?

7a. What can be learnt from what is going well

and not so well?

7b. Who needs to participate in this review and

who needs to be informed of its conclusions?

And following the primary theme of this book:

8a. What has been learnt about how managers

can lead the sustainability, environmental and

green issues on projects and programmes?

8b. What can be done better collectively and

individually the next time(s)?

The duration of the post completion support from

the original project team and management group

very much depends on the type of project or

programme and the sector – a week, a month, a

year, to final account, for full life – but needs to be

clearly stated, agreed and applied.

Are these people:

a) going abroad on holiday?

OR

b) not familiar with video conferencing for

meetings?

OR

c) fleeing from desertification!?
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Anecdote:

Eighteen Months Later

A new build flagship hotel had a high environmental

approach, the hotel management team had been

well briefed on the environmental aspects, provided

with comprehensive documentation and a help desk

facility. The hotel was trading very successfully.

About 18 months after opening it was agreed for

the project team to undertake a review and audit of

the environmental performance with a view to

undertaking another hotel within the chain.

Frankly the results were surprising, disappointing

and initially difficult to explain. Some features were

not being used, some procedures had changed and

the utility bills were higher than expected. However,

with high occupancy rates the hotel operator was

not overly disappointed.

However, the reasons for the results related to the

hotel’s success which had caused a high turnover or

distraction of staff and initial expertise. The

successful chef had moved on – and the new head

chef did not know about the energy efficient ovens

and hobs. The head housekeeper had retired and

been replaced with a new one from a different chain

– who had some of their own (good) housekeeping

ideas but did not appreciate other inherent aspects.

The services maintenance contracts had been

renegotiated with another company who did not

fully appreciate the capabilities of the controls. The

manager was just busy with a successful hotel and

assumed others were doing their jobs. And there

were other aspects – lost information, inappropriate

documentation, better ideas, improved procedures,

availability of real records and costs.

The hotel directors decided to start again with an

updated comprehensive induction of all staff –

existing and new. It made quite a difference – to

their performance, moral and profitability. The next

hotel benefited also.

Overview

It might take more than one attempt to get the

message through; also application improves

understanding and appreciation – and feedback to

the core project team.

INTERVENTION 14 – DECOMMISSIONING

Many managers of projects may not be around when their

project or programme reaches the end of its useful life.

They may be long gone. But that is no reason not to think

about how the project is to be decommissioned in the

period up to it being put to work or even commissioned.

We do not need to wait to see what will happen with

current projects. We have the issues and examples of

many previous projects coming to an end and having to

be tackled. It could be aircraft laid out on old runways or

in the desert or robustly built nuclear power stations or

mountains of ‘e’ waste or obsolete white goods or mining

slag. They all need to be treated in an environmental

manner. Decommissioning is a whole new industry with

new techniques, tools and technologies. The

decommissioning difficulties we are facing with the

backlog of products because they were not previously fully

addressed are a warning and provide valuable experience.

Knowing how it will be possible to take something apart is

a great asset in considering how it could be put together

in the first place. With diminishing stocks of raw materials

and raw metals, their ready recovery and reuse is

economically desirable and common sense.

Again providing instructions and advice to users on

decommissioning and disposal should be part of the

handover documentation. There could even be a formal

Decommissioning Plan!

What does this photograph suggest?

a) disastrous historical carbon output?

b) carbon capture case study/ benchmark

opportunity?

c) outstanding sustainable urban regeneration

situation?

d) iconic heritage landmark
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We trust these indicative and illustrative interventions

together with anecdotes, prompts, illustrations and

features may have provided stimulation and interest to

readers – as managers and leaders of projects and

programmes.

In a complex world, with changing sustainability provision

and diverse teams, the roles and responsibilities for the

managers may be summarised in one word:

FACILITATION of the team to deliver sustainable outputs

and outcomes, which in these circumstances means : the

ability to enable, assist, help along, aid, oil the wheels,

smooth, expedite, advance, further and encourage –

sounds interesting, sounds important.

Good Luck.

CONCLUSION

Intervention Options in Practice

A canvas is provided (right) for managers of projects to

consider their opportunities, challenges, and dilemmas to

make interventions on their projects and programmes.

On the left hand side is a hypothetical, standardised plan

of work which can be used as it is or replaced with a

sector-specific or real life plan if required.

On the right hand side is a little bit of blank space in

which to identify possible interventions for Sustainability,

the Environment and Green Issues.

The exercise can be undertaken several times, for

example: for recent past, current, imminent projects;

small, medium, large, mega projects. The previous

fourteen interventions can be used for inspiration – if

required.

Figure 8. Blank Plan of Work
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Appendices

Appendix A Green Jobs in a Green Economy

Appendix B Sector Sustainability Priorities and Dilemmas

Appendix C New Sustainable Projects and Programmes
– that may need Management

Appendix D Green Management Procedures

Appendix E Bibliography

Appendix F Webography / Films and Video

There is a convention to include a glossary of terms as an appendix.

 In this case, to avoid duplication the following is offered instead:

“A to Z Guide to Sustainability Speak” on www.foremanroberts.com

and

“Global Glossary of Sustainability Terms” on the RICS website.

APPENDICES
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A1 Introduction

This appendix looks at some of the new sustainability,

environmental and green jobs, professions and career

directions arising from the green economy.

These employment options may be of interest to

managers of projects and programmes so they can:

� Decide what sort of specialist expertise in these

areas may be required, if any, for their projects and

programmes and best compliment the capabilities

of their core team;

� Recognise the likely interests and contributions of

such specialists when they (suddenly) appear;

� Identify possible specialist areas which may be of

interest to themselves personally and which could

be developed as career moves within existing

employment or for the future.

Some of these titles and explanations are based on

material in “Green Careers for Dummies” by Carol

McClelland.  Also a US explanation of modern green job

opportunities is available on O.Net online on http://

online.onetcenter.org/

A2 Environmental Advisor / Manager

This role could be as a consultant advisor to a project or

on the client side from an operational point of view.

They may turn up to deal with a specific issue but it is

wise to ascertain their full scope of interests and

capabilities or remit – and also which remaining items are

still pertinent and so will need to be addressed by others.

A job description for an Environmental Advisor /

Manager in public or private sectors could be assembled

from the following long list:

� To reduce costs and improve profitability through

green actions;

� To optimise reconstitution or recycling of materials –

to avoid disposal costs, to earn income from excess

material, to contribute to local community;

� To oversee recycling arrangements including costs

and budgets;

� To track greenhouse gas emissions with view to

reduction;

� To identify and implement renewable, clean energy

and heat sources;

� To reduce or eliminate pollution and contamination

– future, current and past – air, water and land;

� To enhance energy efficiency;

� To limit use or production of hazardous materials;

� To set up water conservation schemes;

� To devise and implement green transport plans;

� To green the supply chain;

� To establish environmental purchasing policies

including Fairtrade and ethical sources,

� And to pursue green purchasing decisions;

� To collect environmental data,

� And to report regularly on environmental plans and

achievements;

� To devise environmental marketing policies with

environmental promotional materials and activities;

� To design, implement, monitor and improve

environmental manufacturing and processing;

� To educate management and staff on environmental

issues, literacy and applications;

� To investigate alleged violations of ordinances,

regulations, policies and principals;

� To consider suitability of environmental awards and

ratings including coordinating applications as

appropriate;

� To interpret applications of environmental

guidelines, legislation and regulations;

� To obtain permits and licences for activities with

environmental impact;

� To participate in consultations on environmental

issues and lobby for interests;

� (other?)

� And “any other matters requested”.

Some aspects may be explained more fully – see O.Net

online for more detailed explanations.

No one is likely to be asked to undertake all these

matters in this format – but it is an interesting list all the

same.

APPENDIX A: GREEN JOBS IN A GREEN ECONOMY
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A3 Green Economy Participation

The green economy may be an interesting yet

fashionable adjunct to the main economy at the present

but may become THE economy – by being absorbed by

the main economy in the next years.  To be part of and

participate in the green economy as individuals or

organisations it will be necessary to be aware of:

� the green issues, trends, innovations,

� the green regulations, fashions, ratings, data,

science,

� to be a team – not just individuals – “we are all in

this together,”

� green career trends and options,

� global warming and climate change

- recognising natural fluctuations and man-made

influences,

� environmental legislation

- awareness of policies, treaties, incentives,

disincentives, funding sources,

� green economy

- following the money into green investments,

� green organisations

- finding green products, services, processes,

banking outlooks,

� green connections

- connecting with like minded people and

groups who are committed and

knowledgeable,

� green information sources

- authoritative, historical / predictive, anecdotal,

scientific,

� new green ideas and innovations

- first, second, third generations, old proven

technologies, sector transfers, new ways of

doing things with direct or indirect positive

sustainability consequences,

� changing business concepts

- as versions of triple bottom lines and five

principles,

� the importance of being focussed

- to be motivated and inspired,

- yet keeping things in proportion.

[It might be argued that similar awareness is appropriate

to participate in all markets and replace “green” with:

sectors – “railways”, “health”, “construction”, etc; or

locations – “North East”, “U.K.”, “Europe”, etc.].

A4 Other Green Jobs

There may be many other green jobs – as consultants,

contractors, suppliers, trades people, operatives and

managers.  Here are a few with brief explanations

orientated towards environmental challenges and

opportunities.  Which might be really necessary for a

project or programme and when?  Which functions can

be undertaken by the core team without specialist

involvement?

Botanist

A botanist studies plants which are relevant to

biodiversity, maintaining natural habitats, provision of

green roofs and walls, agricultural outputs, new products

from plants, etc.

Carbon Accountant

This is a relatively new role.  There are growing

obligations in organisations of all sizes and sectors to

monitor and report on their environmental activities

including their emissions.  This will require people who

are competent, knowledgeable and in due course

qualified to undertake the measurement, data collection,

analysis and reporting with recommendations – such as

energy and carbon accountants and auditors.

Climatologist

This is the study of long term climate patterns and

variations notably how they are being affected by

greenhouse gases and other human activity but also by

natural phenomena such as ocean currents, solar flares

and volcanic dust.  Meteorology is difficult, climatology is

more difficult.

‘e’ Waste Professional

‘e’ waste is a serious problem with growing collections of

redundant, obsolete or simply unwanted computer and

telecommunications equipment.  Awareness is growing of

the options and obligations to reuse, recycle the

components and finally to safely dispose of the residue.

An ‘e’ waste expert can advise on how to plan and

execute such activities from product concept right

through to disposal.

Environmental Coordinator

This is usually a part time, internal role to act as : a

coordinator of environmental issues within a department

or unit; two way communicator between department /

staff and centre / management; promoter of particular

Appendix A: Green Jobs In A Green Economy (cont’d)
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environmental initiatives; enabler of change of culture

towards sustainability.

Ecologist

Ecologists are interested in eco systems through the

study of the individual organism, the collective

populations of organisms, the interactions between these

populations and how they all fit together.  In periods of

flux these relationships can become unbalanced as can

the food chain.

Environmental Meteorologist

This is an example of where a perfectly respected

profession with expected environmental credentials – in

this case a meteorologist – is enhanced by adding

“Environmental” to its title.  Such people can advise on

the likely impacts of climate change with weather

patterns such as droughts, floods, extreme weather – hot,

cold, windy, stormy.

Environmental Scientist

This is really an interdisciplinary collection of studies of

the impact of human activities on the natural

environment.  It may be better performed by a selection

of specialist scientists rather than expect all aspects to be

covered by a single individual.  In fact it may be

preferable to assemble a balanced Environmental

Scientific Group to deal with the emphasis of the project

or programme in question.

Flood Risk Engineer

This role may have its origins in hydrology or civil

engineering.  With potential rising sea levels and

extremes of weather this engineer may be required:

� In coastal situations,

� In or near flood plains,

� Near water courses,

� Rising or falling ground water levels and saturation

� With disposal or run off or discharge of large

volumes of water.

These people are familiar with the recommendations of

the Pitt Review which looked into the background and

consequences of the exceptional flooding in UK in recent

years.

Forester

From arboralists to lumberjacks trees need people and

people need tress for “timber from sustainable sources”,

for fuel, to retain biodiversity, for carbon capture, for land

and soil retention, for carbon trading.

Geo Engineers

These people work on large scale, large volume,

innovative, futuristic projects to mitigate global warming

by atmospheric treatments; or to provide water supplies

or remediate brown field or hazardous situations; or

exploration, location and extraction by mining. They are

seeking to significantly alter the state of the earth;

without undue side effects.

Geographer (Environmental)

There are many branches of geography – physical and

human geography being the most well known.

Environmental geography focuses on relationships

between mankind and the global environmental and their

interactions and interdependence.

Geologist

Geologists can tell us about the history of the planet

including climate through rocks. Geologists are the front

runners in finding and extracting minerals and fossil fuels

– as solids, liquids and gases – with sustainable

techniques. Geologists will be central in exploring

geothermal opportunities and in forms of carbon capture

– from locally to globally.

Geophysicist

Geophysics looks at the whole world entity and considers

the earth from the core to the surface.  It explores in-

ground reservoirs of petroleum reserves, minerals and

water – and their accessibility.

Geotechnical Engineers

These engineers are interested in the features and

capacities of soil and rock to assess capabilities to

support structures, buildings and infrastructure

engineering. This covers not just load bearing but also

water tables, movement, contamination, seasonal

influences.
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Green Janitor or Caretaker

This role is appropriate where there is a turnover of

occupants such as students at Universities or large

residential communities with environmental outlooks.

The Green Janitor can explain and manage the

environmental housekeeping rules and good practices for

recycling, energy conservation, public transport usage,

bicycle schemes, car sharing, contributing to the

community, neighbourliness and citizenship.

Green Production Manager

This role is mainly in manufacturing, logistics or

transportation and covers: planning, purchasing, buying,

manufacturing, assembly, distribution, delivery with

quality control to a green outlook.

They might also be called “Smart Managers” to smarten

the managerial production also processes; but there are

also other meanings of smart – which may have aspects

of self importance or over confidence.

Hazardous Waste Coordinator

Hazardous waste – like waste generally – comes in many

different forms – solid, liquid, gas, pure, mixed, obvious,

subtle.  There is a whole waste industry with specialists in

every area as advisors, contractors and legislators.  Not all

waste is a liability.  Potentially valuable extractions from

hazardous wastes – such as precious metals – need to be

handled properly hence a hazardous waste coordinator.

Hydrologist

Water is universal.  It is simple – H
2
O.  It is versatile.  It has

different forms and uses.  Reliable clean water is a

precious commodity.  Population growth places growing

demands for water – for drinking, for living, for

agriculture, for leisure.  Hydrologists have important jobs

to address the quality, quantity, storage, distribution and

recycling of water.

Microbiologist

They examine and test micro-organisms – in water, air,

soils, waste materials.

Recycling Specialist

Many local authorities are offering the services of

recycling specialists to organisations, businesses and

communities to optimise recycling for everyone’s benefit

and to lower costs.  They manage all stages and aspects

of recycling.

Remediation Engineers

They are useful to assess, survey, propose and execute

remediation of brown field sites as contractors or

consultants – see 13.  Brown Field Remediation in

Appendix B.

Waste Inspector

With all this increasing interest in the environment it is

inevitable that there will be increasing regulations and

that they will need to be applied.  Managers of projects

and programmes may wish to engage with such parties

on legislation and how it will be interpreted and applied

to achieve a pragmatic and harmonious relationship.

Water Management Expert

Water Management Experts deal with such matters for

industry, people, agriculture, leisure – by schemes such as

natural watersheds, rain water collection, grey water

arrangements, metering, desalination of sea water, water

in manufacturing and process industries.

Zoologist

A zoologist undertakes research into animals in natural

habitats and less natural ones as well.

A5 Overview

Notwithstanding all the above specialists with

environmental leanings there are still all the traditional

team members (other than managers) who can and

should make environmental contributions from

consultants, contractors and suppliers including

architects, engineers, surveyors, landscape designers,

product designers, system engineers, checkers, testers,

buyers, planners, monitors, advisors, lawyers,

representatives, marketing and sales people, trainers,

human relations and personnel, mentors, principals,

directors etc. They all have their jobs to do and

sustainability contributions to make.

There is another school which states that there are many

situations where there is no need for high cost managers,

consultants and advisors; there is plenty of low cost,

common sense, environmental advice available from

competent tradesmen as electricians, plumbers, builders,

shop-floor workers, drivers etc.  They can be incorporated

into the project stages as required as well.
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Many project and programme systems and procedures

are pan sector.  They are not specific to a particular sector

and in fact can be applied consistently to all sectors.  This

is particularly useful for programmes that involve more

than one sector; and opportunities for managers to move

from one sector to another.

However all sectors are different otherwise they would

not exist separately; and they can be quite diverse.

For example:

Education and Defence sectors are different customers,

Leisure and Information Technology have different

outlooks,

Railways and Air Travel have different terminologies.

They have their own features and characteristics – and

this includes their sustainability considerations.  Some

sectors are quite mature in sustainability terms; others are

less immature. This may also apply within sectors from UK

to Europe to rest of world or in reverse direction.

Therefore this appendix looks at the features related to

sustainability for a representative range of sectors.

Can sectors change far enough and quickly enough – in a

generation? Yes they can! Look what happened to

railways in the 19th century.  Look at getting a man on the

moon. Look at recent progress in mobile phones, the

internet, computer technology, sub prime mortgages – in

less than a generation time span. Sustainability is

happening similarly. It will not be overnight but it will be

quick. With a rolling start from the last ten years much

can be achieved in next ten years.

For a number of the following selected sectors there are

considerations of:

Primary Issues / Projects – these are some of their key

sustainability issues being tackled by this industry.

Project Managers may be involved directly in projects to

address these issues or need to be aware of them as core

background.

Secondary Issues / Projects – these are some of their

related areas in which sustainability contributions can still

be important and significant.

Operational Issues / Projects – these are their ongoing

areas of business-as-usual in which progressive

sustainability improvements are available.

APPENDIX B: SECTOR SUSTAINABILITY PRIORITIES AND DILEMMAS

Engagements – these are their key interfaces and lines of

communication on sustainability aspects.

Dilemmas – these are the challenges – real or perceived

– affecting the industry.

The representative following sectors are included in this

edition:

1. Airline Industry

2. Buildings and Property Development

3. Hotel Industry

4. Information Technology (IT) Hardware

5. Manufacturing

6. Railway Industry

7. Renewable Energy

8. Software Development Industry

9. Waste Industry

10. Water

11. Brown Field Remediation

12. Agriculture

There are Other Sectors – some similar, some different –

under consideration not yet covered such as:

telecoms; pharmaceutical; financial services and banking;

retail and wholesale; transport, distribution, logistics and

shipping; media; leisure, sport and events; professional

services; central and local government; health; education;

defence; charity, voluntary and not-for-profit; emergency

services. Some of these can be subdivided further in

sustainability terms.

There are diverse sources of information on industry

specific environmental features and guidelines. Naturally

there are sources from within the individual industries

themselves. For collective material there are notable

sources such as the World Bank Guidelines – Pollution

Prevention and Abatement Handbook (PPAH) with over

forty separate industries from the 1990s or the

International Finance Corporation (IFC) Guidelines with

over thirty industries – at July 2006.  More recently Ernst

and Young have prepared a report by sectors along with

a range of other environmental advice, analysis and

guidance. And then there are other sources.
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1. Airline Industries

The airline industries are one of the fastest growing

sectors reflecting globalisation and improving living

standards everywhere.

The airline industries receive considerable attention on

their carbon consumption, contributions to greenhouse

gases, noise pollution, land take up, etc. – possibly

disproportionate to its actual contributions but

nevertheless it is high profile – with plenty of

opportunities and stakeholder attention.

Most people understand the concepts of airlines and

airports to transport people, post and freight and may

even have had direct experience of them plus transport

interchanges, retail destinations, catering establishments

and border controls.  What can be learnt sustainability

from this sector?

Primary Issues / Projects

� Projects to reduce carbon fuel consumption

- improved aeroplane designs,

- improved engine designs,

- introduction of non carbon fuels

� Issues of Noise pollution and disruption at airports

and on flight paths,

� Issues of Air pollution from exhausts,

� Improving capacities in all areas without growth of

flight numbers – improving efficiency,

� Effects of vapour trails – flight heights, flight paths.

Secondary Issues / Projects

� Accommodation to be sustainable

- for aircraft, maintenance, passengers, freight,

administration,

� Waste from operations

- reduction, handling, recycling.

Operational Issues / Projects

� Towing aircraft when on the ground – rather than

engine power waste, noise and cost,

� Avoiding stacking of aircraft in the air while waiting

to land – while burning fuel

� Route planning, speeds and heights to reduce fuel

consumption,

� Rosters and timings of crewing,

� Retail in the sky / duty free goods travel,

� Maintenance regimes to maintain, upgrade and

improve efficiencies and performance,

� Extended life, use and capacity of existing

equipment,

� Disposal of aircraft – decommission, storage,

recycling,

� Flight paths to respect air space / frontiers,

� Military and Commercial issues,

� Weight of paint.

Engagement

� Promotion of airline green credentials and

achievements to all,

� Passenger involvement e.g. existing luggage loads,

� Interconnections with other travel and transport

means – public transport, rail, road.

� Negotiations with regulators on emissions,

� Duties – per passenger or per flight,

� Carbon trading – by airlines, by passengers,

� Attention from environmental groups.

Dilemmas

� Political aspects of airlines – international, nation,

local – and the environment,

� Restructuring established establishments to suit

current circumstances and competition – including

green credentials,

� Job retention and creation,

� Expansion of existing and creation of new airports,

runways, terminals,

� Surface traffic generation,

� Rail alternatives for short, medium journeys,

� Food air miles.
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2. Buildings and Property Development

The construction industry has a high carbon contribution

– in the construction process itself and in the operation of

completed buildings thereafter.  As such “building” is part

of the problem; new and retrofit construction projects

can be a major part of the solution.

The key design aspects which determine the carbon

omissions of a completed building throughout its life are

combinations of:

Orientation, cross section, envelope, insulation, shading;

assisted by passive engineering means over dynamic /

active systems.

The key operational aspects which can better or worsen

the design aspects are combinations of:

Space uses and occupation; equipment uses; times and

durations of use; calibrations and settings; monitoring

and management of systems.

An Environmental Checklist for Building Projects

This list is orientated towards individual new build

construction projects and is largely based on The Primer

within the Environmental Handbook by Feilden Clegg

Bradley which also contains a common sense explanation

of each of these elements:

Heat / Power

Heating and cooling requirements and standards

Insulation

Passive solar design

Cooling systems and sources

- night time passive cooling

- night time mechanical ventilation

- ground water source cooling + river water

Solar water heating

Photovoltaics

Combined Heat and Power

- central / common

- individual

Biomass

Wind Power

- centralised

- individual

Electrical power

Light

Principles of day lighting

Glazing systems

Shading and solar controls

Artificial lighting

Air

Principles of natural ventilation

Airtightness

Mechanical ventilation

Vents, dampers and control systems

Materials

The Environmental Issues

Metals – ferrous and non ferrous

Cement and concrete

Lime

Timber and timber treatment

Prefabrication

Water

Water conservation

Rainwater harvesting

Grey water systems

Waste treatment

Plants

Using photosynthesis – planting trees

Planting for microclimatic control

Green roofs and green walls

Landscaping

Internal planting

Utilities

Utilities provisions / sizing

Tariffs

Refurbishments for same use and change of use are the

ultimate example of recycling.

It is estimated that 80% of the buildings in use in 2010

will still be in use in some form in 2050 – with the other

20% having been removed or not in use.

Existing premises have a well established menu of

potential improvements to individual buildings and to

whole streets and communities including:

double glazing; upgraded wall and roof insulation;

improved thermal comfort; light, power and heating

controls – when not in use; set temperatures; energy

saving light bulbs and fittings; use of natural light and

ventilation; rainwater harvesting; water conservation

measures of toilet flushing, showering; grey water
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collection and use; reflective finishes; natural and recycled

materials; green roofs; solar panels; photovoltaic power;

cycle storage; recycling provisions; smart metering and

monitoring; changing to a better use; adapting to duel or

multiple use.  While some of this is quite modern others

have been known for many years – and should have been

implemented earlier and more forcefully.  There is a

backlog!

To find out what is going in environmentally in the

Building and Property industries then visit Eco Build

exhibition, observe the environmental awards and prizes

by the professional bodies RIBA, CIBSE, RICS, CIOB etc.

read the environmental sections of journals from the

professional bodies and commercial press – Building

magazine, AJ – on line or in hard copy.

HM Government (UK) has undertaken a comprehensive

review of Low Carbon Construction through the

Innovation and Growth Team (IGT) who have issued their

final report in Autumn 2010 pressing for major changes

in structure and outlook – on a scale not seen since

Victorian times.

3. Hotel Industry

The hotel industry appears to be doing its bit with its

promotion of its “towels on the floor” initiative to save

water, chemicals, energy and resources.

There are many other options in front-of-house with

customers and back-of-house with suppliers and staff.

Some ideas may be driven by profit motive or competitor

differentiation but if they have positive environmental

contributions that may be no bad thing.

Primary Issues / Projects

� New build premises and refurbishments to be

environmentally focussed,

- for their capital design and construction,

- in operations thereafter,

- for later refurbishment, upgrade and then

decommissioning and disposal.

� Low energy installations

- kitchens and catering areas – cooking, cold

storage, lighting, ventilation,

- natural ventilation v air conditioning,

- key operated room services and standby,

- lift and escalator operational cycles,

- leisure area temperatures and timings – pools

and covers, saunas, gyms – internal and

external.

- water consumption – fresh, rain, grey.

� Use of chemicals

- for cleaning,

- for water treatments of pools etc.

� Supply chain policies

- sourcing of local produce and resources,

- seasonal produce on menus.

� Full disability access and use.

� Job creation – local employment, training,

development

Secondary Issues / Projects

� Waste creation and disposal

- food waste,

- non food waste,

� Grey water recycling and reuse

� Ethical sourcing of goods and materials

� Fair Trade food stuffs

- linen, crockery, furnishings,

- centralised v local sourcing,

- non child labour.
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� Use of cars by customers

- promotion of public transport access,

- charging for car parking,

- electric car charging points.

Operational Issues

� Implementing sustainable policies,

� Metering, measuring and monitoring of

consumption,

� Reducing and controlling operational costs,

� Switch off of unneeded lighting, heating, cooling,

equipment = energy in rooms,

� Temperature controls and settings,

� Short showers rather than deep baths,

� Mini bars and contents – energy and resource

consumption,

� Cleaning, maintenance and repair cycles – of

building fabric, services, finishes, landscaping.

Engagement

� With potential customers on environmental

credentials,

� With customers and visitors on environmental

applications and implementation,

� With suppliers and staff,

� With tourist boards and local authorities on overall

promotion and marketing,

� With environmental assessors and regulators on

gradings and awards.

Dilemmas

� Refurbishment rather than rebuild of existing,

� Change of use to hotel use,

� Works while in occupation,

� 5* to economy choice for customers,

� Developed and developing locations and

expectations,

� Transport and accommodation combined packages

– one stop shop,

� Coastal locations,

� Areas of natural beauty and habitat.

� Seasonal influences

“EarthCheck” is a global initiative for this sector for “going

beyond green”.

4. Information Technology (IT) Hardware

I.T. has a high profile in sustainability terms with “Switch

Off” and “No Standby” initiatives with EPEAT criteria but

in fact has many other opportunities.

Primary Issues / Projects / Products

� New equipment which has better performance of

energy consumption, noise generation, space

requirements, reduced heat generation which needs

less ventilation and cooling = “green hardware,”

� Improved product design, material selection,

assembly processes,

� Improved reliability and downtime between failures,

� Interchangeability and recycling of components,

� Standardisation of interfaces, components,

connections,

� Green production and assembly – component and

product miles,

� Ethical production e.g. avoiding child labour,

� Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) – all aspects including

disposal and recycling,

� Renewable, rechargeable power sources,

� Data centres are major concentrations of IT

hardware and infrastructure – as well as people and

data.  Data centres can consume large amounts of

energy to power all the equipment and then a

similar amount of power to keep the operations and

operators reasonably cool.  New data centres will

concentrate on energy efficiency and power

utilisation, similar to individual IT products, as a big

picture – frequently working beyond their own

boundaries to be part of communities or mixed

developments.

Secondary Issues / Projects

� Interface with green software,

� Ethical disposal at end of life,

� Packaging and instructions,

� Business continuity – optimum duplication during

installation and change over,

� Builderswork, services needs, access for installation,

� Natural / low cooling and ventilation,

� Data protection,

� Data security,

� Building in solar panels to backpacks, carriers,

briefcases etc. to recharge mobile phones, pagers,

laptops etc.
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Operational Issues

� Reengineering and upgrades to improve efficiency

and energy consumption,

� Improved start up and shut down procedures,

� Battery types, efficiency, uses, disposals,

� Power sources and power management,

� Standby and backup.

Engagement

� Reuse of hardware – to others – but with social and

environment considerations,

� Education and change of attitude of users and

retailers,

� Clarification of duplication and levels of redundancy,

� Training to optimise use, functionality take up,

environmental performance.

Dilemmas

� Fashion, consumerism and disposability,

� Timing to bring to market,

� Trade barriers.

5. Manufacturing

Manufacturing is the bedrock of prosperity.

Historically manufacturing was founded on a take-make-

waste approach that reflected a disposable, throw away

society in the manufacturing processes as well as end

products.

In some situations this is still the case.  But in most

situations this is not the case – it is not good for business,

it is not good for society, it does not achieve the triple

bottom line.  The new green ethos is: cradle to cradle,

within a new approach of Industrial Ecology.

Primary Issues / Projects

� Providing added value through processing and

assembling sustainably,

� Production techniques, systems and lines with

environmental consideration,

� Sourcing and extracting/providing of raw materials,

� Low energy manufacturing and storage and

transportation,

� Benefits of volume production,

� Making useful products,

� Providing a service rather than a product e.g. energy

rather than generators, rent rather than buy.

Secondary Issues / Projects

� Promoting how manufactured products are used

and maintained,

� Avoiding waste in the first place, reuse,

� Disposal of waste – reuse, recycle,

� Cost of waste – asset or liability – payment for

disposal,

� Green labelling of products.

Operational Issues

� Issues of greening the supply chain,

� Cost of monitoring sustainability performance,

� Compliance with environmental criteria – in different

markets.

Engagement

� With staff and management,

� With supply chain,

� With regulators and inspectors,

� With immediate customers – wholesale, retail,

� With final end users, to suite different cultures,

expectations.

Dilemmas

Manufacturing faces sustainability dilemmas such as:

� Cost of labour,

� Child labour,

� Training and development of staff on new processes

and technology,

� Building to last,

� Built in obsolescence in whole and for parts,

� CRC – Carbon Reduction Commitment Energy

Efficiency.
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6. Railway Industry

By its very nature there are feelings that Railway

Infrastructure Projects and their outputs are

fundamentally sustainable, having lower environment

impact compared with other means of travel such as road

and air for goods and people.  But railways still have

major effects as well as a substantial history of

environmental impacts.

However, the Rail industry is a good example of a number

of separate specialisms each with their own sustainability

possibilities – as for civils (of embankments, drainage,

tunnels and over and under bridges), track or permanent

way, signalling, fuels and electricity, rolling stock, station

and support accommodation, interchanges and ongoing

operations. Each has its own environmental opportunities,

challenges and dilemmas.

Primary Issues / Projects

� New or Improved Lines

- to optimise capacity,

- to optimise travel times – against competitors,

- progressive line transfer from diesel to

electrical rather than whole line.

� Engineering Options

- e.g. environmental impact of tunnels or bridges

or cuttings options,

- single or duel speed tracks.

� New or Improved Rolling Stock and Locomotives

- sustainable production,

- modern, comfortable, flexible – attractive,

- sustainable in use – carbon fuels and

efficiencies, energy conservation.

� Freight Terminals

- interchange with other transport for goods,

- base use of facilities.

� Ecological Impact

- optimum impact on humans and nature – flora

and fauna,

- reduction of impacts on land, air and water

systems,

- noise difficulties,

- of capital works and ongoing operations.

� Commercial pricing

- to support investment,

- to attract customers ahead of other options for

passengers and freight as raw material and

finished goods.

Secondary Issues / Projects

� Remediation of brown field and contaminated land,

� Disposal / Exchange of surplus railway land,

� Compliance with EU and other national rail

regulators,

� Transport interoperability – cycle facilities on trains

and at stations,

� Software systems – for running a railway,

� Regenerative energy saving braking systems,

� Premises energy saving.

Operational Issues

� Maintenance and Upgrade regimes,

- concentrated track shutdowns and alternative

means v lots of short shutdown processions

over extended periods.

� Recycling materials

- e.g. aggregates – to clean and reuse or relocate

usefully elsewhere or dump,

� Improving capacity through operational initiatives,

� Variable freight and passenger tariffs to smooth

peaks and troughs,

� Fault monitoring technology on stock and track to

improve operations and reduce capital stock

purchase.

Engagements

� Communications with customers individually and as

representative groups on services and timetables,

� Generally involvement of staff in applying and

disseminating sustainability policies,

� Liaison with rail regulators and pressure groups,

� Information to public on capital works and

operational improvement activities,

� Communications with politicians on environmental

aspects of railways,

� Communications across the railway industry to

provide holistic solutions.
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7. Renewable Energy

Renewable Energy Generation is a pretty fashionable

sector at the moment with diverse solutions – at the

present.

Primary Issues / Projects

Projects include research, prototypes, demonstration

projects, mass installations; and next generations to go

round the circuit again.

� Onshore wind – with planning implications,

� Offshore wind – with robustness requirements,

� Tidal and marine – tidal, wave, ocean current, ocean

thermocline,

� Solar photovoltaics – moving to thin film

technology,

� Solar thermal electricity generation,

� Biomass – on its own, mixed, as an addition to

carbon fuels, to make bio fuel,

� Solid man-made waste-to-energy,

� Sugar based ethanol,

� Bio fuels – pure and mixed,

� Geothermal – for power, for heating.

It is debatable if nuclear should also be on this list.  Also

whether hydro electricity is a clean source – mainly from

the side effects of its civil engineering and location effects

on transmission aspects.

There are also new opportunities for storage of surplus

energy – since renewable sources are largely supply

driven rather than demand driven.  This covers areas such

as battery storage, pumped hydro, hydrogen generation,

brine tanks.

Secondary Issues / Projects

The primary reasons for addressing renewable energy

are:

� Global warming is being caused by carbon

discharge which in turn is leading to climate change,

rising sea levels, extreme weather etc.

� Renewable sources can reduce or eliminate carbon

discharge.

However there are other issues:

� There is a dwindling of finite sources or relatively

accessible sources of carbon based fuels such as oil,

gas, coal, peat,

� Even if further sources are identified they are likely

to be difficult and expensive to extract, process and

deliver,

� Countries and governments would like to be

reasonably certain and secure in their energy

supplies and costs of provision,

� Societies would like to act responsibility in relation

to the energy supplies that are available,

� Organisations wish to stabilise the production of

energy and regularise the prices of energy to avoid

excessive highs and lows.

Operational Issues

Operational issues include:

� Trying to improve the efficiency of existing (non

renewable) energy generation including trying to

decarbonise their waste products,

� Natural lifetimes of old plants and how they are

going to be extended or replaced with similar

production techniques – or new renewable

installations,

� Reduction in manufacturing and installation costs of

renewable energy equipment with new techniques

and large volumes.

Engagements

The main engagement for generators of renewable

energy is with government ministries to obtain funding,

tax breaks, financial support and stimulation in reliable

streams.

There are also the legislators who are interested in the

impacts on society; landscape; national, regional and local

plans; health and safety implications.

There is also fund raising from private finances to

support fledgling industries.

Dilemmas

There are a number of dilemmas:

� From a current broad choice of renewable energy

sources – some reasonably well developed, others in

development, other in second or third generation –

there is a feeling that some will prosper while others

will fall away.  Which ones?

� Challenges to bring the point of production as close

as possible to the point of usage.

� Renewable energy is seen to be a key aspect of a

Green Economy and a creator of green jobs through

capital projects, manufacturing and operations

thereafter.  It is not clear if such markets are national

or global; protected or open / competitive.
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� Is it possible to deliver low carbon renewable energy

in sufficient quantities and in a short time (20 years)

to make a difference to greenhouse gas emissions

and global warming?

� Even “free” power provision has still to be stored,

transmitted or transported to reach its customer or

destination.  This is generally a separate topic

related to localities and potential smart grids.  The

smart power grid revolution may have greater

impacts than recent internet and

telecommunications revolutions.

� Extreme climate and weather also impact on energy

with outages, cut offs, uneven demand with needs

for robust supplies and distribution, multiple

sources, back generation into grid, new sources of

energy storage such as saline tanks and electric car

batteries.

� There is a range of size of units with technologies

and efficiencies to suit covering:

- Domestic,

- Commercial,

- Community,

- Utility.

� Even when energy is created renewably there is still

no reason to be profligate and waste it.

� Overall renewable energy is on a series of cusps.

� Historically improving energy supplies and

efficiencies has not resulted in overall reductions.

Such savings have simply been used elsewhere.

� Legislation as planning conditions can stimulate and

stipulate renewable energy requirements and ratios,

on site, near site, off site and by definition of

“renewables.”

8. Software Development Industry

Software is running the world.  So what can software be

doing to run the world in a sustainable manner?

Primary Issues / Projects / Outputs

� Integral and specific energy saving software

� All software with integral green credentials

- optimum power management – automatic

short switch off or standby,

- efficient screen savers.

� Critical review and assessment e.g. stop

inappropriate projects, make or buy

- Save and redirect expert resources.

� Fit for use / long term software,

� Reuse of software components,

� Simulation – as lower cost of testing,

� Testing – as lower cost than failing,

� Optimisation – to avoid over provision and

redundancy of functionality in software.

Secondary Issues / Projects

� Interfaces with green hardware,

� Supportive of environment / green operating

systems,

� Business Continuity and Improvement Achievement

- reliability,

- training.

� Ease of installation and set up

- resource saving.

- time saving.

- non specialist.

� Heavy, medium and light versions and applications.

Operational Issues

� Power settings,

� Functionality take up,

� Training and use,

� Disposal of redundant software.

Engagement

� Reuse, handing on of systems and products,

� Optimise customer use of functionality.

Dilemmas

� Free provisions and upgrades or paid

� Relationship with education

� Ethics of games

� Environmental messages.
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9. Waste Industry

The Waste Industry is rebadging itself as to the No Waste

sector.  Clichés include : reduce, reuse, recycle; or to deal

with recyclables, compostables and finally waste; it is an

abundant resource which is unlikely to run out.

Primary Issues / Projects

� Reduction of land fill,

� Methane recovery from landfill,

� Reduction of sea dumping of waste,

� Waste to Energy incineration plants,

� Returning / recycling to source

- electrical, electronic, white goods, I.T. hardware,

vehicles.

� Control of climate damage products and side effects

- CO
2
 emissions, CFCs, aerosols; air, water, land

pollutants.

� Sorting of mixed waste.

Secondary Issues / Projects

� Collection and sorting,

� Recycling on site – crushing aggregates,

� Extracting toxic goods without health and safety

consequences,

� Backlog waste from previous generations to be

cleaned up.

Operational Issues / Projects

� Markets for recycled maters

- plastic, paper, cardboard, metals, catering oils.

� Storage of materials awaiting markets,

� Commercial volumes, reliability, consistency of

materials,

� Environmental collection and processing e.g.

collection vehicles on alternative fuels,

� Energy consumption in the recycling processes.

Engagement

� Taxation of waste – to landfill etc.,

� High profile of recycling – in promotions, in media,

� Self sorting by customers,

� Measurement of base figures for target

improvements.

Dilemmas

� Domestic v Industry issues, Voluntary v Statutory,

� Residential v Business Contrasts, Optional v

Compulsory,

� Criminal dumping and accidents,

� Overall zero waste,

� How to “Design out waste.”

10. Water

“Water is a curse.  Water is a blessing.”

Where would we be without water? There is either too

much or not enough! Or is it in the wrong place – for

humans?

Water is energy. Moving, treating and controlling water

consumes energy. Water is big business.

Clean water is not free or cheap or plentiful – it needs to

be managed.

Environmentally efforts have been placed at the

consumption end – to use a precious commodity wisely.

This is because environmentally there is so much energy

deployed to extract, process, convey, store, dispense and

then carry away, treat and recycle.  To waste any water

means the whole sequence is wasted – a sequence which

is complex, costly and energy consuming at every step of

the way.

Primary Issues / Projects

� Cross border disputes on rivers and lakes,

watersheds and water courses,

� Supplies for agriculture and irrigation,

� Supplies for human consumption,

� Supplies for industry, leisure, medicine, fire fighting,

� Erratic weather with extreme storms and dry

periods,

� Growth in demand – all areas

� True cost of water – now and in the future,

� The need for investment,

Secondary Issues / Projects

� New desalination techniques and science – low

energy, low cost,

� Replacement of dated infrastructure,

� Grey water systems,

� Drought resistant crops and plants,

� Ground source heating and cooling,

� Improve distribution systems,

� Water as a leisure amenity.

Operational Issues

� Finding, treating, solving leaks,

� Transmission costs and energy e.g. pumping,

� Contamination of water supplies from agriculture,

industry, flooding, brown field land,

� Metering and payment regimes.

Appendix B: Sector Sustainability Priorities And Dilemmas (cont’d)
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Engagement

� Water conservation,

� Water features.

Dilemmas

� Consumption of bottled water,

� “water shortages” in times of “flooding,”

� Infrastructure investment.

This section is mainly about water for consumption.

There is also a considerable amount of water in the

oceans – and it’s getting larger – from melting ice caps,

glaciers, permafrost and expansion from warming.  This

results in rising sea levels which in turn is providing

challenges of:

Flooding of heavily populated low level coastlines; loss of

agricultural land and yields; urban areas and transport

systems made impossible; contamination of freshwater

suppliers; health risks from sewage; costs of repeated

repairs, insurance premiums if available and coastal

defence works.

11. Brown Field Remediation

This is not a separate sector in itself.  In fact it is probably

a sub sector within Built Environment or Infrastructure or

Energy or connected to Waste.

One of the key environmental considerations is the

avoidance of further pollution of land, sea and air – which

is not an easy task – with deforestisation, land fill, smog

and plastic in the ocean.  However, with a focus on

making the most of the land we have, realising that

considerable abuse and accidents have taken place

historically and recent high standards of health and safety

– all lead to opportunities and challenges of Brown Field

Remediation.

However, it is an interesting area for managers of projects

and programmes where the various alternatives for

remediation have been devised and developed rapidly in

recent years to provide viable, reliable, cost effective,

choices.  The options and combinations are diverse from

the simplicity of dig and dump to sophisticated systems

based on science, physics, biology, processes and time.

The choices are diverse, not all are applicable every time

and they vary in cost and duration.

Choice includes for example:

Dig and dump; soil washing; solid phase biological

treatment; slurry phase biological treatment; chemical

extraction; chemical reduction / oxidation; low

temperature thermal desorption; high temperature

thermal desorption; incineration, vitrification.

There are further options of:

Natural attenuation; insitu biodegradation; bio venting;

phytoextractions; encapsulation; solidification and

stabilisation.

“Cluster” arrangements mean that material from a

number of sites can be moved to and treated at a hub

which can provide viability of individual site treatments

and cost effectiveness. Such collective approaches will be

needed to deal with other environmental challenges in

other industries.

These are mainly focussed on static land treatments.

Consequential air and water consequences also need to

be considered; as well as the regulator’s views and

opinions; and the available budget.

Dynamic situations are a different matter and need to be

tackled through crisis management and containment

techniques e.g. oil spills, nuclear accidents, volcanic

incidents.
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12. Agriculture

Food production and security in quality and quantity are

primary environmental requirements – we all need food.

There are lots of sustainability challenges and

opportunities; primary and secondary; large, small and

cumulative; global policies and individual initiatives.

There are almost too many options. Selecting and

prioritising the effective solutions is at a portfolio level to

achieve balance and cost effectiveness. The delivery is at

project and programme level and will need good

management to deliver the goods.

� Carbon storage capacity of soil,

� Restoring degraded soil as a growing medium,

� Reforestation,

� Better ploughing,

� Use of bio char,

� Crop rotation,

� Reduction of nitrogen fertilisers,

� Fertiliser alternatives,

� Genetically modified crops,

� Reducing and eliminating livestock – to reduce

methane emissions, to make better productive use

of land,

� Use of manure and organic material,

� Growing of bio mass fuels,

� Farming in cold regions that are becoming warmer,

� Farming in hot regions that are becoming drier,

� Drying out of rice paddy fields to reduce methane,

� Sensible fishing practices,

� Fish farming with natural feed,

� Support of biodiversity,

� Anaerobic digesters on farms or in collectives,

� Containment of diseases,

� Animal welfare

� Farmers’ Markets,

� Local produce,

� Subsidies, set aside,

� Organic farming ad produce,

� Reduction of forest clearing,

� Food miles,

� Supermarket standards,

� Urban sprawl,

� Forest fires,

� Water storage,

� Rainfed v. irrigation watering,

� Forestry inventory,

� Restricting pesticide use

� Cold chains,

� GM crops

� Healthy eating,

� Ageing populations.

Many of these ideas are within “2 degrees to high” by

Yann Arthus-Bertrand.

The dilemmas may be summarised as:

“Sustainable Agriculture is a system that can endure

indefinitely towards greater human utility, greater

efficiency of resource use and a balance with the

environment which is favourable to humans and most

other species” Dr Richard Harwood 1991.

As we all need the Built Environment to provide us with

shelter and accommodation, hopefully with sustainable

characteristics and environmental credentials, so we are

all dependant on the Agricultural Sectors for sustenance

and survival.  Their sustainability approaches will continue

to be interesting and informative.
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There is a whole range of new sustainable projects that

may need management – and managers who will need to

have knowledge and understanding of sustainability.

Some of them are illustrated on the front cover of this

document (and below).

At a strategic level there is simply the developed and

developing worlds.  The developed worlds are sometimes

called “the North” or “the West”, are mainly those which

had their industrial revolutions in the 19th and early 20th

centuries and include Europe and North America.  The

developing worlds are sometimes called “the South” or

“the East”, particularly include China and India – but also

many parts of South East Asia, South America and Africa.

In the developing world there are anachronisms of very

high tech industries served by inefficient coal guzzling

power stations; also extreme wealth next to abject

poverty.  The development of developing countries is

achieved by a whole range of private and public sector

projects supported by third sector charitable and

voluntary programmes.

APPENDIX C: NEW SUSTAINABLE PROJECTS AND PROGRAMMES - THAT MAY
NEED MANAGEMENT

The level of Project and Programme Management

expertise varies across the world and across industries

and commerce.  It is a relatively new profession which has

come a long way in the last fifty years and is still in its

infancy in some situations.  The maturity of management

organisations and systems are variable also – possibly

particularly in their sophistication of dealing with aspects

of sustainability, the environment and green issues in the

what and the how on projects and programmes.

Thus there will be opportunities for managers of projects

and programmes with sustainability expertise to apply

their skills and interests:

� in developed countries,

� in developing countries,

� across global situations.

There are major opportunities to:

� bring in clean developments to modern standards,

� clean up and replace “dirty” industries,

� introduce developments which have environmental

credentials rather than short term expediency.
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There follows an informally structured list of potential areas of interest for managers who are looking to make a

difference and contribution at the environmental frontline.  To assist possible selection there are columns to identify

their 1. mitigation, 2. adoption and  / or 3. crisis features as explained in the Introduction.

Expanding on material in a Sunday Times magazine of 29 November 2009 here is a mixed list of projects with positive

environment credentials which might need some management.  There are probably some duplications and certainly

some omissions.

1. Solar Power Installations – large solar power generation and � � �

storage systems – in sunny climes.

1a. or Solar Thermal Power Plants. � � �

2. Carbon Capture and Storage Facilities (CCS) – in disused oil wells � � �

and aquifers, biochar, soils and chemical absorption.

3. Smart Meter Roll Outs – in every household, establishment and business. � � �

4. Wind Power Installations and Connections – on shore and offshore � � �

– fixed and floating – equipment, locations, grids – domestic to utility
– wind variability.

5. Nuclear Power Generation – next generation – build, operate, decommission. � � �

6. Solar Panel Units – to heat water – cheap, multiple, universal. � � �

7. Alternative Vehicle Power Systems – electricity, fuel cells, hybrids, charging points. � � �

8. Carbon Trading Arrangements – applying and spending the credits � � �

to good causes.

9. Wave Power Installations – surface (7m difference) and lower down � � �

– development and installation – cyclic operation.

10. Aeronautic Engineering – new designs, new fuels, new cargoes. � � �

11. Tidal Power Installations – barrage schemes – development, mega schemes. � � �

12. Solar Roofing – photo electric to generate electricity – for use and trading � � �

backing into grid – domestic to much larger – needs sunshine.

13. Alternative Electricity Generating Methods – none of the above, hydrogen? � � �

14. Reversible Heat Pumps – to dump heat in summer and recover in winter � � �

– subject to suitable ground conditions and aquifers; water courses; sea water.

15. Biofuels – next generations – planting, harvesting, transporting, storing, � � �

processing, using, dealing with waste.

16. Improved Electrical Utilisation and Efficiencies – for lighting, power, public � � �

lighting, timings, Direct Current (DC) transmission and efficient electrical voltages.

17. Combined Heat and Power Equipment and Installations – local schemes � � �

– data centres linked to green houses.

18. Travel Replacements – by improved and cheap telephone and video conferencing. � � �

19. New Technologies – which are really new – such as improved batteries, cheap � � �

pharmaceuticals, universal communications, water purification (saline to potable).

20. Improving Thermal Insulation Schemes to existing Premises – universally � � �

– to conserve energy, improve comfort.

21. Intensive Agricultural Production. � � �

22. Public Transport System Improvements – vehicles, priority lanes, � � �

timetables, traffic lights.

1 2 3
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23. High Speed Trains – to replace planes for short and medium journeys. � � �

24. Cycle Promotions – cycle hire, traffic lanes and cycle ways. � � �

25. Waste to Energy schemes – collection, technology, construction, � � �

processing, operating.

26. Hydrogen as fuel – for vehicles, as stationary power plans, as portable � � �

emergency back up.

27. Self-sufficiency in Food – at national levels – without undue or over-dependence � � �

on others.

28. Self-sufficiency in energy – and from renewable resources. � � �

29. Sunshades or reflectors in space – to counteract global warming. � � �

30. Sulphur disbursements into the atmosphere – as bio engineering. � � �

31. Cloud cover generation from sea water – to reduce global warming. � � �

32. Phytoplankton absorption of C0
2
 – as a form of Carbon Capture and Storage. � � �

33. Green Investment Banking – setting up and operating – professionally, ethically, � � �

long term, appropriate.

34. Smart Grids – for electrical power distribution including off-shore, and other � � �

utilities such as water, gas. Also interconnected.

35. Flood defences – coastal, water courses, flood plains, ground water. � � �

36. Biodiversity conservation – at all levels. � � �

37. Gas extraction from Oil Shale – rather than oil extraction which has � � �

more negative sustainable side effects.

38. Bicycle Culture – all aspects – bikes, bike routes, storage, security, � � �

public use schemes, government and council support.

39. More electric charge points for vehicles in public realm and private locations. � � �

40. Large scale anaerobic digestion plants – to produce gas for electricity, � � �

fertilisers from waste.

41. Cardboard furniture. � � �

42. Micro-generation – production, roll-outs, grants. � � �

43. Energy Performance measurement and certification. � � �

44. Dismantling and Removal of old technology. � � �

45. Improved efficiencies / Use of Energy in vehicles, white goods. � � �

46. More advisors, regulators, inspectors of sustainability � � �

47. More education and training on environmental issues � � �

48. Port and harbour upgrades – to support offshore wind industry, for changes � � �

in global shipping – of raw materials and finished goods.

49. Clean tech industries � � �

50. Decentralised energy schemes – with local distribution � � �

Any duplications? Any omissions?

By being involved in and supporting such programmes, projects and sub-projects good Managers may be able to push

things along, make a real contribution and “do their bit.”

1 2 3
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Whatever the Sustainability Characteristics and features

of a project – high or low, general or specialist – the

“What”, there are also considerations of the process of

managing – the “How.”

There is a consideration of “walking the environmental

walk” here as well as “talking the environmental talk.”

Projects are transient affairs – they start, they happen,

they come to an end.  There is a lot to do to undertake

the tasks, that achieve the outputs, which will deliver the

benefits.  Teams are assembled, perform and are then

usually disbanded or move onto further projects.

All this means that there may be limited opportunities

and resources to develop new sustainable, project

orientated systems for how the project itself is to be

sustainably administrated.

However, there is no need to despair.  Some common

sense and shared experience will go a long way – if the

participating organisations and personalities bring with

them their own experiences and standards of such

matters.

This can include explaining, demonstrating and applying

internal Environmental Management Systems (EMS) such

as IS0 1400 for common understanding and collective

application.

Alternatively in many organisations it is the staff rather

than the senior managers who have an appreciation of

the available day-to-day environmental opportunities

and achievements.  Consequently it may be better for the

managers to request of the administrators “what can we

do better this time?” – from a sustainability point of view

– and then agree to do it selectively, fully and promptly.

What can the managers of projects and programmes do

for themselves environmentally as individuals as a group

of managers?  They can ask of each other the views and

achievements on their own approaches to matters such

as:

� turning things off,

� purchasing locally, seasonably, organically,

� cycling, walking, taking bus or train,

� recycling everything,

� recycling electronic ‘e’ waste,

� minimising paper use,

� using recycled materials,

APPENDIX D: GREEN MANAGEMENT PROCEDURES

� saving energy,

� commuting creatively,

� avoiding packaging,

� keeping up to date sustainably.

Specifically, many managers of projects spend much of

the time arranging, attending and recovering from

project events – notably meetings.  There are

considerations of purposes; frequencies; formats (real and

virtual); durations; attendees; venues; forms of promotion,

instructions, notes and records; refreshments;

achievements and effectiveness; best use of talent.

A few years ago it was appropriate to write at the end of

emails a request to consider the environment when

thinking of printing copies of emails and attachments.

Nowadays such requests are not as necessary and such

considerations have become common practice.  So it will

be with sustainability aspects of events.

If event management is a serious issue then

consideration should be given to BS 8901 Sustainability

Management Systems for Events and to the Sustainability

Guidelines for Corporate and Public Events issued for the

London 2012 Olympic Games.

In trying to make best use of resources one of the key

project resources is people. And so managers of projects

can and should consider that they are achieving the

optimum use of the talent on their projects for events –

that the right people are attending the right events for

the right purposes with the right outcomes for

themselves, their organisations, the other participants

and the project overall.  Inefficiencies in this area of

people resource management can lead to frustration,

duplication, loss and delay.

And if all else fails the managers of projects can always

consult with the participants on their opinions and ideas

– for holding events in a sustainable way.

Alternatively at under £10.00 find a copy of “Make a

Difference at Work” published by Think Books, with a

Foreword by Tony Juniper of Friends of the Earth, an

Introduction by Jonathan Porrit and diverse support and

participants.  With “over 500 ways to make the

Environment your Business” there is something for

everyone and every situation.  The list of contacts and

sources for further information is fulsome and impressive.
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These are some of the books, publications and papers

which have been consulted in the assembly of this

volume.

Abibin N.Z., Pasquire C.L.

“Revolutionize Value Management : A mode towards

sustainability”

International Journal of Project Management by Elsevier

25 (2007) 275-282

______________________

Anderson J., Shiers D. and Steele K

“The Green Guide to Specification” 4th Edition

______________________

Andriantiatsaholinianina L.A., Kovikoglou V.S., Phillis Y.A.

“Evaluating strategies for sustainable development :

fuzzy logic reasoning and sensitivity analysis.”

Ecological Economics by Elsevier 49 (2004) 149 – 172

includes an interesting set of indicators in Appendix A.

______________________

Yann Arthus-Bertrand

“2 Degrees too High”

2009

______________________

Association for Project Management

“APM Body of Knowledge 5th Edition”

2006

______________________

British Land

“Sustainability Brief version 2”

2007

______________________

Coman A., Ronen, B.

lcarus’ predicament : Managing the pathologies

of overspecification and overdesign.

International Journal of Project Management Volume 28

Issue 3 pp 237-244.

2010

______________________

Crawford L., Earl G. 2008.

“Project Leadership for Sustainability”

AIPM National Conference, Canberra,

October 2008

______________________

DEFRA

“Environmental Key Performance Indicators”

2006

Reporting Guidelines for UK Business
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______________________
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“The Environmental Handbook”
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______________________

Figge F., Hann T.
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corporate contributions to Sustainability

beyond eco – efficiency.”

Ecological Economics by Elsevier 48 (2004) 173 - 187

______________________

Friedman T.L.

“Hot, Flat and Crowded”

2009

______________________

The Green Organisation

“The Green Book”

a comprehensive collection of award winning

environmental endeavours and initiatives. 2009.

______________________

Labuschagne C., Brent A.C.

“Sustainable Project Life Cycle Management:

the need to Integrate life cycles in

the manufacturing sector”

International Journal of Project Management by Elsevier

23 (2005) 159-168

______________________

Leo Hickman
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______________________

HM Government

“Strategy for Sustainable Construction”

2008

______________________
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A Cool Look At Global Warming”
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industry, transport sector and buildings.
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______________________
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______________________
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These are some of the websites that have been consulted

in the gestation period of assembling this volume. Others

are mentioned in the main text.

www.altop.com

– collection of news articles – insert key words such as

the environment, sustainability or green.

______________________

www.architecture.com/climatechange

– some of RIBA Climate Change tools covering Climate

Change Briefing; Principles of Low Carbon Design and

Refurbishment; Low Carbon Standards and Assessment

Methods; Low Carbon Design Tools; Carbon Literacy

Briefing; Skills for Low Carbon Buildings.

______________________

www.aude.ac.uk

BREEAM for higher education

Through the Association of University Directors of Estates

______________________

www.bbc.co.uk

The BBC website has a whole range of news, topical

articles, audio and visual media - found through word

searches and their prompts.

______________________

www.bis.gov.uk

Department of Business Innovation and Skills UK

[formed in 2009 from Department of Business Enterprise

and Regulatory Reform (BERR) and Department of

Innovation, Universities and Skills.]

______________________

www.businesslink.gov.uk

Business Link – for “environmental tax obligations and

breaks” for businesses.

______________________

www.carbontrust.co.uk

Carbon Trust – to help cut carbon emissions, save energy

and commercialise low carbon technologies.  Explains

carbon footprint.

______________________

www.cfsd.org.uk

The Centre for Sustainable Design

– facilitates discussion and research on eco-design and

environmental, economic and social considerations in

product and service development and design.

______________________

www.corporatecitizen.nhs.uk

Good Corporate Citizenship Assessment Model
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www.cse.org.uk

Centre for Sustainable Energy

– to help people change the way they think and act on

energy.

– also for fuel poverty to be replaced by energy justice.

______________________

www.cslondon.org

Commission for Sustainable London 2012

– provides some advanced assurance and commentary

on ODA and LOCOG plans and achievements.

______________________

www.direct.gov.uk

– for “What is Climate Change?”

______________________

www.earthobservations.org

Group of Earth Observation (GEO) including Global Earth

Observation System of Systems (GEOSS) and covering

disasters, health, energy, climate, water, weather,

ecosystems, agriculture, biodiversity.

______________________

www.earthscan.co.uk

Earthscan – leading publisher on climate change,

sustainable development and environmental technology.

______________________

www.ecobuild.co.uk

Ecobuild – public events for sustainable design,

construction and the built environment.

______________________

www.energysavingtrust.org

Energy Saving Trust – for domestic, travel and individual

attentions, for business and public sector and for green

communities.

______________________

www.engc.org.uk/sustainability

Guidance on Sustainability for the Engineering Profession

by Engineering Council UK.

______________________

www.envirowise.gov.uk

Envirowise

free independent advice to become resource efficient

and save money.

______________________

www.ey.com

Ernst & Young – Renewable Energy Group also Power and

Utilities.
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______________________

www.foe.co.uk

Friends of the Earth – making life better by inspiring

solutions to environmental problems.

______________________

www.foremanroberts.com

A to Z Guide to Sustainability Speak.

______________________

www.getsustainable.net

- a U.S. website focussed on business sector with many

comments going back a few years by Andrew Savitz who

is also the author of “The Triple Bottom line.”

______________________

www.goodplanet.info

Good Planet

- an interesting website from France with English

translation.

______________________

www.greenpeace.org.uk

Greenpeace – a source of information on environmental

issues.

______________________

www.greenspec.co.uk

Green Spec

- comprehensive information for construction sector.

______________________

www.greenthinkernetwork.com

Green Thinker Network features sustainable products and

service providers who utilise building practices and

green-based solutions.

______________________

www.iema.net

Institute of Environmental Management and Assessment

- membership, events, publications, journals.

______________________

www.ipcc.ch

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change

- the leading body for the assessment of climate change

to provide the world with a clear scientific view on the

current state of climate change and its potential

environmental and socio-economic consequences.

______________________

www.instituteforsustainability.co.uk

Institute of Sustainability

- a world-class centre of excellence for independent

sustainability research, demonstration and knowledge

dissemination.

______________________

www.iucn.org

International Union for Conservation of Nature

- to help the world find pragmatic solutions to the most

pressing environment and development challenges.  With

some interesting publications.

______________________

www.landrestorationtrust.co.uk

The Land Restoration Trust

- restoring land for the community.

______________________

www.letsrecycle.com

news and information on recycling and sustainable waste

management including prices.

______________________

www.londonremade.com

Greening the Office – practical tips.

______________________

www.lsx.org.uk

The London Sustainability Exchange

- providing motivation, knowledge and connections

needed to put sustainability into practice.

______________________

www.reeep.org

Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency Partnership

including Reegle, a search engine.

______________________

www.routledge.com

Routledge

- bookshop / publishers with environmental titles.

______________________

www.scientificamerican.com

Scientific American

Respected media magazine with news and features on

earth, environment and space.

______________________

www.sd-commission.org.uk

Sustainable Development Commission

Government independent watchdog.  Commissions for

England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland.

______________________

www.sdu.nhs.uk/pagephp?page_id=159

“The Procurement of Carbon Reduction”

P4CR tool
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www.strategicforum.org.uk

Strategic Forum for Constructing

- six Construction Commitments including for

sustainability.

______________________

www.theecologist.org

The Ecologist

- established in 1970 and still going strong.

______________________

www.thegreenorganisation.info

The Green Organisation

- an independent environment group dedicated to

promoting the positive side of environmental endeavour.

Green Apple awards and the Green Book.

______________________

www.usablebuildings.co.uk

Usable Buildings Trust – a charity dedicated to improving

the performance of buildings by a better understanding

of how they actually work.

______________________

www.wasteonline.org.uk

- for legislation affecting waste

______________________

www.wbcsd.org

World Business Council for Sustainable Development

______________________

www.wmo.int

World Meteorological Organisation

______________________

www.worldchanging.com

World Changing – global networks of independent

journalists, designers and thinkers providing innovative

solutions to the planet’s problems.

_______________________

www.wrap.org.uk

WRAP

Material change for a better environment

Resource efficiency; in a world without waste.

Also includes “Recycle Now 2010.”

______________________

www.wwf.org.uk

WWF (previously World Wildlife Fund) is a leading

environmental organisation for conservation and

sustainability.

______________________

FILM AND VIDEO

There may be opportunities to provide stimulation of

environmental considerations by the use of film and

video.  This form of engagement may be appropriate

within the core management group of a project or

programme, with the wider team, with the client :

customer or end users, with wider stakeholders and

interested parties.  Such media might be offered for

individual viewing or could be seen collectively.  There is

a wide selection which can be found by simply searching

on the web for “environmental videos” or similar.  Such as

going to Green Plant Films, or National Geographic.

Many of the websites noted above also provide access to

statistics, photographs, illustrations, audio, features,

television clips, video and film.

“An Inconvenient Truth”

- a feature film documentary on Earth’s climate crisis.

Directed by Davis Guggenheim and featuring Al Gore.

2006.  Available in DVD and in book format.

Good Planet Info

- the French website www.goodplanet.info has a rolling

collection of videos on environmental themes.

NASA

- NASA provides a lot of climate data and measurements

on its websites including videos.

The Simpsons

- with over 4,000 episodes this comedy cartoon

programme has an impressive number with

environmental themes.

London Olympics 2012

- there are a number of videos showing remediation and

other environmental activities.

Sesame Street

- being green.

Avatar

- being blue.
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cebe
Centre for Education in the Built Environment

In a fast, demanding, regulated, value-for-money society with multiple diverse interests,

managers of projects and programmes have their work cut out to deliver the necessary

outputs and achieve the best outcomes.

This is compounded when a whole new range of criteria are thrown in to the mix –

covering Sustainability, the Environment and Green Issues – which in themselves are not

clear, complementary or consistent.

Formal education and academia can grasp the opportunities to stimulate and inform

future generations including managers, designers, builders, engineers and surveyors.

However, it is the current generation, who frequently have had little formal or cohesive

training in sustainability, who will immediately face the challenges, fulfil the opportunities

and address the dilemmas.

This book is aimed at these practitioners to aid them in bringing their management

expertise to bare on the sustainability themes – and provide leadership to the other

respective team members and stakeholders who have their own interests, obligations,

responsibilities and contributions on such matters.

The core content is a series of indicative interventions and features to stimulate and

encourage managers on how and when they might address sustainability opportunities

during their project lifecycle or at least the stages in which they are involved.

There are occasional examples of trying to manage environmental elements from real life

with overviews. There are checklists, prompts, reference materials and stimulating

illustrations.

buro four

www.heacademy.ac.uk/cebe/
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